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Abstract: Modern technologies have changed human life and created a generation of customers who
have different needs compared to the past. Considering Industry 4.0 and its drivers, the implementa-
tion of digital banking (DB) has faced various challenges that are caused by emerging trends. Both
Industry 4.0 and DB are contemporary concepts, and decision-makers are often faced with uncertain-
ties in their decisions regarding the implementation of DB and its indicators. For this purpose, a novel
multi-criteria group decision-making approach has been developed utilizing the best–worst method
(BWM) and α-cut analysis as well as trapezoidal fuzzy numbers (TFNs). By reviewing the literature
and using experts’ opinions, the DB implementation criteria are determined, and considering an
uncertain environment, the criteria are prioritized using the proposed method. Then, the available
DB models and alternatives are examined based on the decision criteria and the importance of each
criterion. This research contributes to the existing literature by identifying and prioritizing the
criteria necessary for the successful implementation of DB, taking into account emerging trends and
technological advances driven by Industry 4.0. Subsequently, the study prioritizes the prevalent
models of DB based on these criteria. This study proposes a decision-support framework for dealing
with ambiguity, lack of information, insufficient knowledge, and uncertainty in decision-making.
The framework uses TFNs to account for imprecision and doubt in decision-makers’ preferences.
Additionally, the study presents a fuzzy multi-criteria group decision-making approach that enables
a group of experts to arrive at more reliable results. The proposed approach can help improve the
quality of decision-making in complex and uncertain situations. The results of this research show that
human resources, rules and regulations, and customer satisfaction are the most important criteria
for implementing DB. In addition, the open, blockchain, and social banking models are the crucial
models that significantly cover the implementation criteria for DB.

Keywords: multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM); best–worst method (BWM); trapezoidal fuzzy
numbers (TFNs); Industry 4.0; digital banking; Banking 4.0; service quality (SERVQUAL)

MSC: 90B50; 90C70; 91B06; 03B52

1. Introduction

Extensive technological changes brought about by Industry 4.0 have changed the
behaviors and attitudes of customers and created new needs for them. Due to the emer-
gence of technologies such as the Internet, broadband, social networks, data processing
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solutions, cloud computing, and digital transformations, these new customers have higher
expectations of their bank and are looking for convenience, personalized products, and
coverage of their daily needs [1]. With the widespread use of new digital technologies and
the emergence of new malicious threats, service-oriented business models and processes
have been evolved in all sectors and business rules have changed [2]. Digitalization does
not necessarily mean that all companies must have high-level technologies, although it
conveys the message that in the not-so-distant future, businesses that invest efficiently
in digital services that create value for customers and improve the operational agility of
customer services will be market leaders [3].

On the other hand, with the increase in the activities of banks, the emergence of new
competitors in the industry, and the increase in the complexity of economic variables and
society’s needs, the importance of defining goals and developing new banking programs
has increased. Banks are customer-oriented organizations and deal with the general public,
so they must have a comprehensive understanding of customers and adjust their business
models accordingly. Digitalization of banking in the new era is very necessary in order
to transform and adapt banks to environmental changes and the new requirements of
the banking industry [4]. Considering the undeniable effects of new technologies, such
as the development of the web and high-speed Internet, social networks, smart phones,
and user-oriented platforms, and the emergence of a generation of customers with new
needs and desires who want to carry out banking affairs, including payments, investment
management, loans and the like, on new technological platforms, it is necessary to examine
the impact of digitalization of the banking industry on the quality of its services [3]. The
advent of digitalization, innovation, and new technologies is transforming conventional
business models and processes. As a consequence, banks must modify their business
models to alter their customer interactions, manage their middle- and back-office operations,
enhance competitiveness, and prepare for the future [5].

The digital transformation of banking encompasses a wide range of services, such as
document digitization, electronic signatures for transactions, e-learning, teleconferencing,
online trading platforms, digital stores, e-statements, and mobile payments. As customers
increasingly adopt these digital operations, new solutions are emerging in this sector. Con-
sequently, the banking industry must develop new business models to emphasize all the
major banking processes [6]. As many service sectors are driven to explore innovative tech-
nological methods to enhance customer service and streamline internal processes, adopting
new business models through the digital transformation of banking operations is the most
appropriate approach for banking institutions in today’s economic environment [7].

Adoption of digital banking (DB) is necessary and inevitable. Considering the fact that
DB will become the dominant service-oriented business model in the future in this sector,
banks should try to identify the necessary infrastructure and mechanisms for the design
and implementation of this new business model. As technology becomes more widely
available, people are increasingly using DB for their everyday transactions. While some
may see this as beneficial, it disrupts the usual way of banking that customers are used to.
Therefore, it is crucial to understand the successful DB implementation indicators when it
comes to DB services and products [8]. Financial institutions that were previously hesitant
to adopt or rely on DB models are now embracing them for their speed and convenience,
which may result in a permanent shift in their behavior [9,10]. The impact of digitalization
on banking extends beyond being just an innovative channel and a marketing strategy.
This term has brought about a significant shift in how banks perceive and address their
customers’ needs [11].

In this research, we try to identify the criteria for implementing DB using the experi-
ences of experts as well as an extensive literature review, and we determine the importance
of each of these criteria. Then, according to the importance of each criterion, possible
alternatives are evaluated and the results are analyzed. For this purpose, by conducting
an extensive and in-depth review of the previous literature and also establishing a panel
of experts (holding a total of nine 1.5 h meetings with them over sixty days), the effective
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criteria for the implementation of DB are identified, and then, the significance of each
indicator is calculated using the proposed method. In addition, the banking models af-
fected by the emerging trends of Industry 4.0 are evaluated according to the importance of
each criterion.

The best–worst method (BWM) is one of the newest and most accurate criteria evalua-
tion methods, which provides more acceptable results than previous methods, including the
analytical hierarchy process (AHP). The BWM is one of the multi-criteria decision-making
(MCDM) techniques, and it was introduced by Rezaei [12]. With this method, the best
and worst indicators are selected and the rest of the options are compared with them in
a pairwise comparison. Then, a maximum–minimum problem is formulated and solved
to obtain the weights of the indicators. With this method, the degree of consistency of
decisions can be calculated with a specified formula. In this research, in order to evaluate
the effective indicators for the implementation of DB, a new fuzzy decision-making model
based on the BWM and α-cut analysis using TFNs is presented. With the proposed ap-
proach, the decision-maker is able to choose different values of the α parameter between 0.1
and 0.9 and to make decisions with high reliability by determining the level of uncertainty.
The higher the value of the α parameter, the lower the level of uncertainty in the decision-
making environment, and the lower the value of the α parameter, the higher the level of
uncertainty in the decision-making environment. Some of the advantages of the proposed
method include the possibility of making a definite decision in a fuzzy environment, taking
into account more uncertainty compared to previous similar models, and the increased
robustness of the results.

DB, like classical banking, has been formed with the aim of providing services to
customers; however, in DB, we seek to improve processes and increase the efficiency and
effectiveness of services provided to customers by using new technologies and concepts. To
provide high-quality services and the integrated development of service delivery systems
in the banking industry, it is essential to understand the customer’s attitudes and pay
attention to their needs [13]. In addition, DB service quality dimensions, such as ease of use,
efficiency, privacy/security and reliability, impact customers’ satisfaction and retention
intentions [9]. The successful implementation of DB depends on the acceptance of DB by
customers, and the mechanisms for persuading them to use DB are important. Therefore,
when evaluating the DB implementation indicators, special attention should be paid to the
quality of electronic services provided to customers.

Regarding the identification and prioritization of appropriate criteria for the successful
implementation of DB, many research gaps remain. Indicators that take into account
various aspects of DB, from customer behavior to technological infrastructure, require
a comprehensive literature review, past practical experiences, emerging trends affected
by Industry 4.0, expert opinions, and the like. For example, many efforts have been
made in India, such as digital marketing campaigns and customer education, to drive
customers toward DB, but due to the lack of identification of appropriate criteria for DB
implementation and their accurate evaluation, these programs have failed [14]. It is worth
noting that the responsibility for implementing DB lies with banks, financial institutions,
and policymakers, while the adoption of DB lies with customers and users. While numerous
studies have focused on evaluating users’ acceptance of DB, limited research has been
conducted to identify and evaluate appropriate criteria for successful DB implementation.
To ensure that banks can switch to the DB business model, it is necessary to study the factors
affecting the implementation of DB [15]. This study aims to comprehensively identify and
evaluate suitable indicators for DB implementation to promote its acceptance among users.
Banks and customers view electronic banking services as more convenient and cost-effective
than traditional branch-based services, leading banks to move toward providing all services
electronically in the future [16]. As a result, identifying and evaluating comprehensive
indicators for the implementation of DB and examining efficient models is a crucial research
area. This study evaluates these indicators and models based on a literature review, trends
influenced by Industry 4.0, service quality theory, and experts’ opinions. The proposed
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approach considers uncertainty in the decision-making environment and decision-makers’
preferences when evaluating the DB implementation indicators and conventional models.

Generally, the research and development, marketing, and digital transformation de-
partments of banks are struggling with problems such as the lack of knowledge and
information resources needed to design a road map for the switch to DB, and the publi-
cation of scientific research on this issue is of great importance. The contributions of this
research can be summarized as follows:

• Development of a best–worst multi-criteria decision-making method based on an
α-cut analysis and TFNs to obtain the importance of the DB implementation criteria
and prioritization of DB trends in an uncertain environment.

• Providing a decision-support framework in a trapezoidal fuzzy environment in order
to deal with ambiguity in information, lack of information, insufficient knowledge
and doubt in the preferences of decision-makers.

• Providing a fuzzy multi-criteria group decision-making approach that can be used by
a group of experts and lead to more reliable results.

• Identifying and ranking the criteria and sub-criteria for DB implementation according
to emerging trends and technological advances affected by Industry 4.0, service quality
theory, a DB literature review, and experts’ opinions.

• Prioritization of omni-channel, cognitive, social, blockchain, and open DB trends
according to the importance of the DB implementation criteria.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews the literature, including
the theoretical background and a summary of research related to service quality and DB
and the identification of DB implementation indicators and models as research alternatives.
The research methodology, including a description of the BWM and the proposed approach,
can be seen in Section 3. In Section 4, the research results, including the final prioritization
of the criteria and alternatives, are analyzed and discussed. Finally, concluding remarks
are presented in Section 5.

2. Literature Review

This section begins with an overview of the theoretical background of DB and service
quality in Section 2.1, followed by a summary of studies related to DB and service quality
theory from different perspectives in Section 2.2. Next, the DB implementation indicators
are explained in Section 2.3, and the trends and conventional models of DB implementation
are discussed in Section 2.4.

2.1. Theoretical Background

Banks are basically service organizations, and their final outputs are the services they
provide to customers. DB tries to increase the quality of the services provided by banks
and thus increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the banking industry.

The theory of service quality examines customer satisfaction and states that the quality
level of services provided to customers affects their satisfaction and has a direct relationship
with the company’s profit. Service quality is considered a leading factor in the service
industry that affects consumer satisfaction [17]. A comprehensive and widely used ap-
proach to measure service quality in various industries is the service quality (SERVQUAL)
model [18]. The SERVQUAL model is a framework that records and measures the quality
of services provided to customers and evaluates customers’ experience of receiving services.
In other words, the SERVQUAL model measures the difference between the actual services
provided and the services expected by customers. The five main dimensions of the service
quality model are tangibility (the physical appearance of the service and the customer’s
understanding of the service delivery environment), reliability (reliability of service results
and performance), empathy (willingness and enthusiasm to provide services), responsive-
ness (willingness to address appropriate and timely feedback), and assurance (specialized
skills and increasing trust and confidence) [19]. On the other hand, measuring the quality of
electronic services has become an important issue in relation to understanding the value of
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customers in the context of online service transactions. Service quality plays an important
role in customer satisfaction, which can be directly evaluated and managed [17]. Service
quality has different results regarding user satisfaction. If the service provided to customers
is less than their expectations, customers will be dissatisfied; if the service provided is
equal to the expectations of customers, they will be satisfied; and if the service provided
exceeds the expectations of customers, they will be highly satisfied [20]. Banking services
are moving from an interactive and traditional approach to a digital approach, and the
concept of electronic service quality in DB is used to measure and manage digital services
such as online shopping, delivery, and ordering. From the user’s point of view, the quality
of electronic services is defined as how online systems and various electronic portals can
improve the efficiency of transactions and activities and meet the customer’s needs [21,22].
Electronic service quality is classified into two categories: technical performance quality
and service performance quality. Technical performance quality refers to websites and
systems that provide electronic services to users, and service performance quality refers to
the efficiency and effectiveness of electronic service delivery processes [23].

Considering predictions of the future of banking in the world, it becomes clear that it is
necessary to improve the quality of DB services, especially in the field of retail banking [24].
Parasuraman et al. [25] believed that service quality is an externally perceived attitude based
on the customer’s experience of the service. Parasuraman et al. [26] used a factor analysis to
correct the service quality model provided in the past and named it the SERQUAL model,
which includes 5 measurement aspects and 22 evaluation indicators. The quality of service
is examined from two perspectives as follows [27]:

• Interaction perspective: Service quality is a sign of the inherent excellence of services
and the fulfillment of high-level standards in providing services. This view is often
used in performing and visual arts. It is argued that people perceive quality only
through repeated experience.

• User-centered view: This view is based on the hypothesis that the quality of a service
depends on the user’s opinion about it. This definition considers the level of service
quality to be equivalent to the level of user satisfaction. This mental perspective and
demand-oriented perspective specifies that every customer has different and unique
demands and needs.

In the following, some of the studies conducted in the field of service quality are
reviewed, along with the theories used in them, so that the variety of theories used in the
field of service quality becomes more palpable.

Omarini [28] investigated the transformation of banking from traditional to digi-
tal and, finally, open banking. He pointed to the opportunities and possibilities of cre-
ating value through the use of new banking approaches in the form of open banking.
Bouwman et al. [29] examined the effect of digitalization, the internal capabilities of the
organization and the ecosystem, and the external environment of the organization as influ-
ential factors in the use of new business models in the digital era and Industry 4.0. Sousa
and Rocha [30] examined the skills needed by employees to use and manage emerging
technologies such as artificial intelligence, Internet of things, etc., in an organization.

Liu et al. [31] investigated the experiences of the CBC e-banking project and how to
integrate two important management theories, namely resource-based theory and resource-
fit, in order to exploit e-banking. They developed a framework with four main dimensions:
external resource fit, internal resource fit, external capability fit, and internal capability
fit. Additionally, they examined the eight critical factors necessary for the successful
implementation of an electronic banking project through a real case study. Mbama and
Ezepue [32] examined the components of the customer experience of digital services in
VK Bank. In their research, they proposed 15 hypotheses about the relationship between
the quality of bank services and the experience, satisfaction, and loyalty of customers
and the positive effects of DB on them. Khanboubi and Boulmakoul [33] investigated
the effects of DB on various aspects of people’s personal and professional lives. They
showed that digital transformations have dramatic effects on lifestyles. They suggested
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some ways to improve organizations in the digital era. Kumar et al. [34] investigated
the challenges of creating ethical and sustainable operations in Indian manufacturing
units using soft operational research methods, especially the decision-making trial and
evaluation laboratory (DEMATEL). They first identified 15 challenges to sustainability in
operations in manufacturing industries, and they then investigated the cause-and-effect
relationships between them. A summary of research related to the theories and concepts
used in DB can be seen in Table 1.

Table 1. Research related to theories and concepts used in DB.

Concept Reference Theory Used Purpose of the Study

Open digital banking [28] Open innovation Review of the evolution of new banking
models and open banking platforms

Maturity of digital banking [29] Theory of corporate strategy Examining the impacts of digital trends on
business models

Digital banking project [31] Concept of resource fit and
resource-based view

Developing a combined view of
organizational theories in digital banking

Customer experience in
digital banking [32] Customer perceptions

Designing a conceptual model of customer
satisfaction, experience, loyalty and

performance of digital banking

Digital transformation and
meta-model banking [33] Meta-model and ontology Proposing a digitalization road map for

financial organizations

Sustainable and ethical
operations in the era of

Industry 4.0
[34] Theory of social responsibility

and sustainability

Determining the challenges of sustainable
and ethical operations of production
organizations and determining the

relationships between them

Digital learning in banking [35] Organizational learning Strategic redesign of new digital
organization skills

2.2. Survey of Service Quality and Digital Banking

In this section, various aspects of the service quality theory in different industries are
examined. In addition, some studies related to the quality of services will be reviewed
from the perspective of Industry 4.0 and its drivers, and finally, various trends in DB will
be described by reviewing the studies conducted in this field.

Büyüközkan et al. [36] argued that today, transformation is an important factor for the
competitiveness and performance of organizations. Using integrated MCDM approaches,
they investigated companies’ sustainability components in the aviation industry and the
effects of digital transformation in the era of Industry 4.0. Büyüközkan et al. [37] debated
that since air transportation is one of the most important modes of transportation, customers
are constantly looking for the best quality of airline services. By using fuzzy models based
on cognitive maps, they tried to reconstruct the structure and scenario according to the
uncertainties in order to improve the airline service quality.

Li et al. [38] investigated the inflight service quality perceived by customers using
the integrated approach of fuzzy blind and fuzzy AHP. They finally identified five criteria
and eighteen sub-criteria and evaluated them using MCDM approaches. Aydemir and
Gerni [39] investigated the service quality in export credit agencies in Turkey. By sending
a questionnaire to 127 companies, they analyzed the gap between the perceived service
quality and their expectations in the field of exports. Using statistical tests, they showed
that the perceived and expected quality in these agencies were higher than the average
values. Al-Neyadi et al. [40] assessed the quality of health sector services in UAE. They
examined the components of reassurance, empathy, accountability, and tangible structures
among 127 patients and, using statistical models, showed that the quality of the services
was appropriate. Kargari [41] studied the dimensions of service quality of the hotel industry
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using hybrid models by combining the DEMATEL and an analytic network process (ANP).
The dimensions he studied in his research were accountability, empathy, and confidence.

Jun and Cai [42] investigated service quality in Internet banking. They investigated
17 components of service quality in 4 clusters, namely online banking system quality, perceived
customer service quality, product quality, and banking packages, using the content analysis
method. Sari et al. [43] investigated service quality in boat and small ship services. Using
statistical modelling approaches, they investigated the opinions of fishermen and yachtsmen
regarding the quality of services provided in marinas. Ten hypotheses were tested to calculate
the final satisfaction of customers with these services. Caro and Garcia [44] proposed a
comprehensive model of service quality in the travel industry. Agents were surveyed using
a qualitative approach and in-depth interviews. Then, a model with three components
(performance, physical environment, interactions between people) and seven sub-components
was tested. Finally, the level of customer satisfaction was determined by surveying users
of travel agencies. Miranda et al. [45] investigated the impacts of different components of
service quality on customer satisfaction. By developing a basic model of service quality and
by adding the three dimensions of convenience, comfort, and connection, which are specific
to the railway industry, they examined the correlation between these dimensions and finally
modelled a multiple regression. Table 2 provides a summary of the research conducted in the
field of service quality in various service-oriented industries.

Table 2. Some applications of service quality theory in different industries.

Business Field Reference Approaches/Methods Information Form

Aviation [36] IFAHP/IFVIKOR Triangular fuzzy numbers

Transportation [37] Intuitionistic fuzzy cognitive mapping Triangular fuzzy numbers

Communication [38] Fuzzy AHP/2-tuple fuzzy linguistic method Triangular fuzzy numbers

Financial [39] Structural equation modeling Crisp values

Health [40] Quantitative approach Descriptive data

Tourism [41] Fuzzy ANP Triangular fuzzy numbers

Internet banking [42] Content analysis Qualitative data

Boat and small ship [43] Multiple regression analysis Crisp values

Travel agency [44] Structural equation modeling Crisp values

Railroad transportation [45] Multiple regression analysis/fsQCA Crisp values

The service quality theory has been expanded due to emerging trends under the
influence of Industry 4.0. A number of studies have been conducted on the theory of
service quality and the impacts of the emerging trends of Industry 4.0. In the following,
some of them will be reviewed, and a summary of these studies can be seen in Table 3.

Table 3. Service-quality-based studies considering the emerging trends of Industry 4.0.

Field of Study Reference Uncertainty Type of Research

Virtual service quality [46] Exploratory study

Service quality in digital government [47] Exploratory study

Evaluation of the quality of digital services [48] Systematic literature review

Quality of service based on SaaS [49]
√

Exploratory study

Quality of online banking services [50]
√

Exploratory study

Service quality of Internet of Things [51] Exploratory study

Quality of services on the platform of cloud computing [52]
√

Exploratory study

Digital library service quality [53] Exploratory study

Service quality in the smart city [54] Exploratory study

Service quality in the digital age [55] Critical study

Service quality in the evolution of Industry 4.0 [56] Illustrative case study
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Santos [46] examined service quality in e-commerce and its implementation on the
Internet. A service quality model was proposed based on the determinants of service
quality in the Internet world. Corradini [47] examined the quality of services in public
administrations in Italy. The author introduced a comprehensive model using effective
components of government service quality and, finally, implemented a mathematical model.
Hartwig and Billert [48] examined the impact of digital transformation on industry, society
and services. They reviewed various studies, and by reviewing the literature presented
on this topic, they investigated the differences and gaps among the presented models.
Benlian et al. [49] investigated customers’ views about software-as-a-service solutions
through the lens of perceived quality and the decision to adopt and use them. They
extracted and ranked the effective factors by reviewing the literature. At the end, they
presented a conceptual model of SaaS. Wu et al. [50] investigated the development of service
quality in e-banking according to the cultural requirements of Taiwan. They proposed a
new model based on the scale-development approach and the opinions of managers and
evaluations made by customers.

Hizam and Ahmed [51] examined the emerging trends of the digital world as an
important element of providing Internet of Things services by considering the four di-
mensions of privacy, efficiency, functionality, and infrastructure in order to empower the
organization in evaluating the opinions of customers regarding the service provided on
the Internet of Things platform. Ardagna et al. [52] investigated the application of cloud
computing in service quality management. After reviewing the literature on the subject
and formulating effective components to improve the quality of services based on cloud
computing, they provided recommendations for the efficient allocation of resources. Ah-
mad and Abawajy [53] examined service quality in digital libraries. Instead of paying
attention to users’ perception of service quality, they examined this issue through the lens
of providers. At the end, they tested the service quality evaluation model based on two
clusters (internal and external) and five hypotheses. Al-Hader et al. [54] investigated the
service quality and smart city architecture in various dimensions of daily urban life. By
proposing some models, they examined how to design a smart city to increase the quality of
services and reduce costs. Tate et al. [55] reviewed the concepts of service quality provided
in various articles and studies. With a critical view, they proposed a new research method
to understand the concept of digital service quality. Tam and Van Thuy [56] examined the
service quality of Vietnamese banks in the Industry 4.0 era. Through structured and semi-
structured interviews, they formulated assumptions regarding the problem and evaluated
the impacts of the components of Industry 4.0 on the service quality of Vietnamese banks
using statistical tests.

Due to the increasing growth of technological tools and digital transformation, various
digital payment methods and, subsequently, DB have led to various changes in the banking
and financial industry [57]. Therefore, various types of DB approaches and various methods
derived from them have emerged in the banking industry. These approaches cover digital
payment methods, including wallets, mobile banking, Internet banking, and payment using
cryptocurrencies, and they are based on technology brought about by Industry 4.0, i.e., DB [58].

According to the high growth rate of DB and the types of digital payment approaches,
the focus on providing quality services and the optimal use of these trends has attracted
the attention of researchers and managers of financial organizations.

In the following, some studies in the field of new banking trends are mentioned.
Behbood et al. [59] examined the speed of digital transformation and its effects on

DB. They assessed one of the most important new trends in banking, namely machine
learning. Finally, using fuzzy expert system approaches, they proposed an algorithm for
data-driven forecasting in DB. Mahdiraji et al. [60] discussed the evolution of the digital
world and one of its important aspects, i.e., big data. Using decision approaches, they
clustered the influential and important components of big data in banking, and finally, by
examining the proposed clusters, they proposed a strategic document for the development
of DB. Zhao et al. [61] identified and ranked the components related to the evaluation of
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financial service innovation strategies using decision-making approaches, considering the
developments in DB and the cooperation of banks with fin-techs and start-ups. Kahveci
and Wolfs [62] investigated DB in the Turkish banking industry. Using the DEA approach,
they analyzed the effects of DB services on the performance and efficiency of the Turkish
banking industry. After examining seven banks, they showed that DB had positive effects
in five banks and had no special effect in two banks. Sharma et al. [63] investigated the
barriers to adopting mobile banking in the Omani banking industry. Using the structural
modelling approach, they determined the relationships and effects of each of the barriers
on other components and, finally, presented a model of the key components effective in
accepting the mobile wallet approach. Veríssimo [64] examined the barriers to using mobile
banking. He first identified the important barriers and then ranked them using fuzzy
set methodology. Ondrus et al. [65] discussed the rapid changes in the digital world and
the willingness of users to adapt their needs to those changes. By identifying the input
components, they evaluated alternatives based on integrated FSS and MCDM approaches.

Ali and Kaur [66] investigated various business models to face the challenges of using
mobile banking. First, they created a hierarchical structure for the criteria based on the
factors related to the organization and the factors related to the service. Then, using MCDM
approaches, they ranked the business models based on the obtained priorities. Hu and
Liao [67] investigated the quality of internet banking services. First, they identified the
main criteria using the literature and then extracted the relevant sub-criteria by reviewing
different articles. Finally, by applying MCDM approaches, they weighted the criteria
and sub-criteria. Liang et al. [68] examined the quality of internet banking in Ghana.
They first identified criteria and alternatives. They considered five criteria and, finally,
ranked five options or alternatives, which were internet banking providers. Sayyadi
Tooranloo and Ayatollah [69] focused on identifying and evaluating the important factors
for success in Internet banking. They first identified the factors of Internet banking failure
and then ranked and weighted the factors using fuzzy decision-making approaches. Arias-
Oliva et al. [70] investigated and identified the effective variables in the development
of cryptocurrency banking. They first identified the key variables and then ranked the
variables using fuzzy approaches. Gupta et al. [71] investigated the reasons and motives
behind the decision to use cryptocurrencies in banking and investment. They first identified
different factors and then prioritized them using fuzzy analysis frameworks. Chen et al. [72]
evaluated blockchain-based businesses in the banking sector by using a hybrid approach,
including BWM and modified VIKOR methods. Their findings indicated that due to the
importance of policy and regulations, a circumspect government should lay an adaptable
foundation for fostering fin-tech innovations. In Table 4, the trends mentioned above and
the papers related to them are summarized.

Table 4. Studies of emerging trends of Industry 4.0 in the field of banking.

Trend Brief Definition Related
Paper Approaches/Methods Information Form Uncertainty

Digital banking

Refers to using different types of
technology, including internet

banking, mobile banking and other
technological trends, in the form of

open banking, etc. [58]

[60] BWM–COPRAS Crisp values

[59] Fuzzy expert system Triangular fuzzy sets
√

[73]
DEMATEL-based

analytic network process
(DANP) and VIKOR

Crisp values

[62] DEA Crisp values

Mobile banking
Refers to the execution of transactions

on the basis of mobile and
Internet-based technology [74]

[64]
A fuzzy set qualitative
comparative analysis

(fsQCA)
Linguistic data

√

[63] ISM Crisp values

[65] MCDM methods Crisp values

[66] MCDM methods Crisp values
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Table 4. Cont.

Trend Brief Definition Related
Paper Approaches/Methods Information Form Uncertainty

E-banking Refers to conducting transactions
remotely on the Internet [75]

[76] Fuzzy MCDM Triangular fuzzy
numbers

√

[77] Fuzzy MCDM Triangular fuzzy
numbers

√

Internet banking
Refers to conducting financial

transactions on banking websites
through the Internet [78]

[67] AHP–ELECTRE method Crisp values

[68] Pythagorean fuzzy
VIKOR

Pythagorean fuzzy
numbers

√

[69] Fuzzy MCDM Triangular fuzzy
numbers

√

Cryptocurrency;
Bitcoin banking

Refers to secure financial transactions
using cryptocurrencies [79]

[70]
A fuzzy set qualitative
comparative analysis

(fsQCA)
Linguistic data

√

[71] Fuzzy AHP Triangular fuzzy
numbers

√

[72] BWM and modified
VIKOR

Triangular fuzzy
numbers

√

As can be seen from the results, several theories have contributed to the development
and implementation of DB. Open innovation, the resource-based view, corporate strategy,
organizational learning, and social responsibility are the advantageous theories used in
the development of DB. On the other hand, service quality and electronic service quality
theories have made a major contribution to the development of DB, and since banks are
inherently service organizations, key indicators of the development, implementation, and
evaluation of DB are derived from these theories. A review of studies related to the appli-
cation of service quality theory showed that this theory has been used in various service
fields and industries, such as transportation, financial institutions, travel agencies, and
similar cases. Most of the studies in this field have evaluated and measured the quality
of services provided to customers by considering the basic service quality model or its
expanded models using specific indicators and MCDM approaches. Additionally, the
review of studies related to the application of service quality theory in relation to the
emerging trends of Industry 4.0 showed the wide application of this theory in innovative
and modern concepts. In addition, the review of related works on the development of the
banking industry affected by the drivers of Industry 4.0 showed that the digital, mobile,
electronic, internet, and cryptocurrency banking models are prominent models, and re-
searchers mostly used MCDM approaches to evaluate models and indicators in this field.
In this research, by reviewing the literature on DB in various dimensions, comprehensive
indicators of DB implementation and evaluation were identified according to the emerging
trends and drivers of Industry 4.0. Moreover, in this study, a new fuzzy MCDM approach
was proposed to prioritize the indicators and alternatives for DB implementation. DB ser-
vices have become the main trend in the financial industry in today’s modern era [80]. Due
to the novelty of concepts related to DB development, there is limited practical experience
in the field, leading researchers to encounter uncertainty in the decision-making process.
To address this, the proposed approach in this study utilizes TFNs to effectively handle a
significant portion of the uncertainty in the decision-making environment. This enables
decision-makers to express their preferences more reliably.

2.3. Digital Banking Implementation Criteria
2.3.1. Human Resources

It refers to selection, training, performance evaluation, providing rewards and fi-
nancial and non-financial benefits, increasing productivity, and taking care of intra- and
extra-organizational relations [81]. Human resources are among the main resources of the
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organization that empower the organization in developing the skills, capabilities, behav-
iors and attitudes of its employees to achieve its goals [82]. This component includes a
workforce familiar with the characteristics of the era of the Industry 4.0. This workforce
has characteristics such as collaboration and participation anywhere and anytime, instant
feedback, an open and innovative culture, and data-driven decisions [83].

Compensation

This refers to promotions and rewards to employees according to the evaluation of their
participation in key performance components and without relying solely on their position
and seniority [83]. Of course, benefits include different types, such as benefits that are paid
in cash and non-cash. In addition, the design of benefit systems according to different
levels of performance is one of the most important components in e-HR departments [84].

HR Technical Qualification

Having a workforce familiar with IT knowledge and skills, IT management, professional
computer coding and programming, ability to analyze data, and ability in security topics and
the like is an important prerequisite for entering the digital age [85]. Additionally, the workforce
of the digital age needs to have general knowledge about new technologies [86]. Another
required technical condition is the familiarization of the workforce with the new interfaces of
the digital age in order to exploit a variety of emerging technological trends [87].

Training

Hiring and training a highly capable workforce is very important when facing the
new trends of Industry 4.0, including artificial intelligence, social networks, and cognitive
systems [83]. Therefore, human resource training is a necessity for the digital ecosystem and
various organizational levels, and planned and documented training is a key component of
the workforce improvement cycle [88]. As a result, education in the era of Industry 4.0 will
be different from the past, and due to the rapid development of technologies in this era,
continuous education is very important for organizations [89].

Personal Skills

Due to the growing technological changes in Industry 4.0, human resources need
skills such as teamwork, social communication, as well as continuous improvement and
long-term learning [85]. Long-term learning ability in the face of emerging technologies and
adaptability are significant individual skills in Industry 4.0 [86]. Having a workforce with
effective and talented skills will lead to increased productivity and competitive advantages
for the organization [90].

2.3.2. Digital Strategy

Digital strategy refers to how to use digital technology as a tool to achieve the orga-
nization’s goals [2]. Digital strategy is not a separate tool from other business processes
but rather helps to rebuild all kinds of organizational relationships with business agents,
including personnel, customers, and the ecosystem. Digitization by itself does not lead to
digital transformation, although digital strategy is the core of this transformation [91].

Digital Preparation

This refers to the level of the organization’s expectations of the workforce to prepare for
the transformational changes related to the new processes of Industry 4.0 era. In addition,
the redesign of tasks in this era is one of the key factors. Reaching the end point of the value
chain requires preparation and provision of effective conditions and a road map [92]. One
approach to digital preparation is to involve all stakeholders (shareholders, managers, etc.).
Paying attention and focusing on services and their efficient provision has a significant role
in achieving organizational goals [93].
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Agility

Agility refers to quick and easy movement and quick and intelligent thinking [94]. In
the digital age, it is critical to respond in a timely manner to customer feedback [37]. In
the era of digital transformation, the integration and redesign of technological trends for
setting contracts, managing assets, obtaining licenses and ensuring transparent financial
transactions will lead to advantages such as high agility and increased data security [95].
Technological changes and smart services require organizational agility and especially
operational agility. This agility will lead to the effective regulation of processes related
to data and interfaces, which will consequently facilitate data exchange and improve the
efficiency of the value chain [96].

Digital Culturalization

It refers to the cultural changes of Industry 4.0 era and the changes in training needed
to face those changes, as well as providing general information about the benefits of the
new generation of Banking 4.0 to customers [97]. A suitable organizational culture can lead
to the effective sharing of knowledge in the organization’s environment [98]. Moreover, in
the organizations of Industry 4.0 era, choosing the right type of culture for the organization
to properly implement the trends related to this era and digital transformation is of great
importance [99].

Partnership with Third-Party

It refers to cooperation and partnership with start-ups and fin-techs and other
technology-based financial companies in order to improve organizational performance [100].
Resource sharing and asset exchange can lead to effective service development. Today,
companies are increasingly forming coalitions for a specific purpose and service [101]. As a
result, due to the rapid changes in technologies, the creation of alliances in order to meet
the needs of customers and exploit the capabilities of technology-based financial companies
leads to an increase in organizational agility [102]. The assessment of third-party providers
can be considered an MCDM issue. In this evaluation procedure, the experts usually express
their judgments with uncertainty [103]. In addition, by outsourcing activities to third-
party providers, organizations can focus on their core functions to improve competitive
advantages [104].

Investment

It refers to the development of future banks by investing in new digital transformation
trends such as artificial intelligence, blockchain, cyberspace security and robotics [105].
In the future, companies will invest in new digital trends to redesign processes, optimize
distribution, reduce costs through tracking the transport fleet and the like [106]. Reducing
costs and increasing revenues can be achieved by making the right decisions in relation to
digital investment. Therefore, determining investment priorities and the components of
the digitization of banks is of great importance [107].

Strategic Management

It refers to the redesign of business according to digital transformation trends in
order to gain competitive advantages [108]. By applying the strategic management ap-
proach, companies seek to create opportunities through the development of new business
models [109]. By properly applying digital transformation and organizational resources
and capabilities, competitive advantages will be achieved [31].

Leadership

Leadership qualities in the age of Industry 4.0 include cognitive ability, interpersonal
skills, business skills, strategic skills, agile leadership, ability to analyze data and functions,
ability to identify problems, and intelligent leadership [110]. Paying attention to cultural
changes and having a creative and learning spirit are the requirements of Leadership 4.0 [83].
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Therefore, the way of leadership in the era of Industry 4.0 plays an important role in the
intelligent behavior and success of the organization [111].

2.3.3. Regulations and Rules

Regulations related to technologies facilitate the appropriate response of the organi-
zation to the changes and trends of the digital world. Therefore, technology regulation is
an essential tool to adapt to changes [112]. Overall, the purpose of regulation is to protect
investors, consumers, competitions, innovations, and transactions in the digital age [113].

Third-Party Operational Law

In the Banking 4.0 environment, third-party service providers are continuously grow-
ing and developing through partnerships with various companies; therefore, creating
standard rules and regulations for third-party service providers is important, especially in
the fields of cloud computing and data services in affiliated companies [113].

Cooperative Regulation

In the Banking 4.0 environment, each banking method and process requires its own
regulations. Therefore, the cooperation of technology-oriented companies in the financial
area and legislators and the use of others’ experiences result in reduced divergence and
island activities (independent activities without considering the beneficiaries) in this in-
dustry [113]. Additionally, the coordination of regulations and cooperation between the
parties and the agreement of all countries regarding a set of common standards is one of
the vital requirements of cooperative regulation [114].

Updated Regulation

In the Banking 4.0 era, the regulators should be able to modify the regulations re-
lated to each banking method in an agile way if needed and quickly react to changes
in the financial business environment. Governments are facing increasing challenges in
establishing and amending regulations in this changing environment. These challenges
exist not only in managing the issues caused by disruptive digital trends but also in the
methods of guaranteeing, identifying and distributing the opportunities and benefits of
digital marketing [115].

2.3.4. Technologies

It refers to all technological facilities and infrastructures and related processes and
their performances [18]. In the era of Industry 4.0, interfaces are embedded in the form of
codes and computing kits in artifacts and other objects so that it is possible to display and
present information to users in different digital forms [116].

Functional Ability

It refers to the suitability and quality of digital channels and their services [117]. What
is important from the viewpoint of functional ability is that customers or other stakeholders
should be efficiently guided from one process to another or from one stage to the next [118].
Customers and users have expectations of any service. It is important to fulfill their needs
at each stage and to pay attention to their behaviors in order to improve the functional
ability of the service [119].

Efficiency

It refers to responding to several users in the shortest time and with the most ap-
propriate product and experience. When inputs and data are effectively converted into
reliable outputs, efficiency approaches its ideal state [120]. Therefore, the efficient use of
organizational resources, such as human resources and infrastructure, can ultimately lead
to financial and non-financial advantages for service providers [121].
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Technology Architecture

It refers to processes and continuous sequences of new technological trends. Its
improvement and coordination can lead to better service delivery to stakeholders and the
workforce of the organization. Therefore, the convenience for customers of using digital
services and the appropriate and agile implementation of technology by the organization
are characteristics of efficient technology architecture [37].

Service-Providing Platforms

It refers to the delivery of services to customers and users and their interactions
with the organization through new platforms [37]. Today, banks provide services to their
customers using their own APIs. Instead of developing their own APIs, many banks
collaborate with third parties and provide them with their customer data to improve the
bank’s platforms [122].

Suitability

It refers to the operationality and compatibility of service processes with service
channels and platforms. One of the important components that organizations should pay
attention to when providing services is correct and appropriate responses to users’ needs.
The organization should focus on the suitability of its services. If customers think that
their needs are met by the service provided by the platform or application, they will find it
suitable [123].

Usability

It refers to the easy performance of transactions through channels and platforms by
the user [117]. A service has usability when it is efficient, satisfactory, easily learnable, and
has minimal errors. When the perceived satisfaction of the user reaches a high level, he
interacts with the content and service to fulfill his goals and needs. Therefore, usability is
very important for user satisfaction with the platform and application, and it allows users
to easily fulfill their needs through the channel or platform provided [124].

2.3.5. Trust

It refers to providing services based on transparency, respecting privacy and focusing
on secure transactions. In general, trust is dependent on confidence in the other party
to the transaction, and when the customer is transacting online, factors such as expected
performance and competence and availability lead to an increase in trust [125].

Virtual Security

It indicates that the system or platform is reliable and efficient to the extent that it has
the ability to deal with virtual threats and the transaction data of customers are securely
protected [37]. Therefore, privacy, strict control over financial transactions and people’s
assets, and finally, increasing security should be considered when applying the new trends
of digital transformation in every industry [126].

Privacy

It refers to the protection of the privacy and non-distributable data of customers [37].
In the era of digital transformation, providers encrypt data. This approach is performed
by using the specific architecture and rules and policies of each of the digital trends.
Therefore, in the era of digital transformation, each platform needs a special mechanism
to apply privacy policies. By improving privacy in financial transactions, security will be
strengthened [127].
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Recognizability

It refers to the possibility of identifying and recognizing a service provider, whether
it is an internal provider or a third party [126]. In addition, by focusing on privacy and
security, it is possible to create platforms with embedded recognizability. As a result,
everyone can perform their transactions with confidence in the digital environment. This
means that there is no need to refer to the central core, there is no need to monitor the
transaction and ensure the identity of the participants and there is no need for third-party
intervention [128].

2.3.6. Customer Satisfaction

Customers always have needs, and meeting those needs with efficient online services
will lead to their satisfaction. Customer satisfaction depends a lot on the performance of
the organization and the usefulness of the service provided. The structure of the service
and the way the service is provided are among the factors that make the user inclined to
use the service [129].

Access

It refers to the possibility of continuous provision of the service without any technical
problems and under suitable and efficient technical conditions. Accessibility is affected
by various factors, including the technology and network architecture, platform design,
servers and processes [130]. Therefore, before designing any service or platform, it is
necessary to check the composition of the platform or service in detail and determine the
availability [131].

Accountability

It refers to the responsibility of the service provider to solve the problems and take
corrective actions on the information and services provided to the customers [132].

Availability

It refers to the ability of the customers to communicate with the organization at any
time and in any place, and in addition, the ability to choose any of the service provider
channels by the customers according to their interests [37]. Therefore, the digital service
provider should make it possible for users to have equal access to their favorite services.
Since the users of the service are from different spectrums of society in terms of education
and age, and they may even have physical disabilities, it is very important to pay attention
to the functionality and usability of the service delivery channels [133].

Self-Service Capability

It refers to the possibility of using and installing new applications and platforms
without the need for an IT specialist. Nowadays, due to the increasing growth of technology
trends, banks are seriously trying to provide self-service applications so that customers
can easily perform their transactions at any time and in any place using the capabilities of
banking channels. Therefore, paying attention to remote self-service capabilities can lead
to the increased satisfaction and trust of customers and users [134].

Customer Participation

It refers to the participation of customers in promoting the organization’s services and
recommending it to other users on social networks, the web, etc. [135]. It is also possible to
track users’ opinions on the web and social media and use them in decisions related to the
organization’s marketing.
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Customer Insight

It refers to the organization’s ability to use the data obtained from the analysis of
customers and users in the virtual space and the online world in order to provide its
services and products based on their preferences and interests. Such information and data
are very important for designing services and products. Therefore, due to the rapid growth
and development of the digital world and information technology as well as the large
volume of customer data, paying attention to customer opinions, interests, and reactions
can greatly help designers to better meet customer expectations and requirements [136]. As
a result, the application of information obtained from customer analysis in products and
services is the value that companies and organizations will gain through paying attention
to customer insight.

2.4. Digital Banking Implementation: Key Trends and Alternatives

After identifying appropriate criteria, appropriate alternatives were also determined
according to the experts’ opinions, research literature, and existing infrastructure, which are
presented in Table 5. These alternatives will be ranked using the proposed approach and
the results will be analyzed. When identifying and evaluating DB models, it is necessary to
pay attention to the technologies required in DB. In addition to identifying and evaluating
the criteria for the implementation of DB, the technologies required for the implementation,
growth, and development of DB should also be considered. Digital electronic technologies
are widely used to switch classical banks to modern digital banks, some of which are
computers, computer networks, digital communications, the Internet, and information and
communication technologies with the appropriate software. Fin-techs, cloud computing,
big data, and APIs have been considered facilitating technologies in relation to DB. The use
of such technologies increases the speed, security and efficiency of all banking operations
and services [137].

Melnychenko et al. [138] reviewed the important technological trends used in DB.
According to the field of application of these technologies in the analysis of customer
behavior, supervision of financial transactions, fraud management, and other areas related
to modern banking services, they consider four technological trends, namely big data,
artificial intelligence, biometrics and blockchain, as effective technologies in DB. In another
study, the destructive trends affecting the increasing growth of DB were investigated. The
results of the research showed that the important and vital infrastructures for the effective
use of DB that lead to customer satisfaction are data protection regulation, APIs, data
sharing, artificial intelligence, big data and fin-techs [139]. Managers and policymakers in
the banking industry should pay special attention to the existing infrastructure and widely
used concepts in Industry 4.0, such as artificial intelligence, in line with the implementa-
tion of DB [140]. Before evaluating the implementation criteria for DB, it is necessary to
examine the existing infrastructures and the possibility of their development to drive the
transformation from classical banking to DB. The hierarchical structure of the research,
including the decision criteria and alternatives, can be seen in Figure 1.
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Table 5. Digital banking alternatives.

Alternative Explanation Source

Omni-channel banking

In omni-channel banking, communication with the customer is conducted uniformly at
any time, in any place and on all channels. The customer and the activities he performs
are the focus of how to provide the services that are provided to him. Accordingly, the
way of serving each customer is personalized based on the activities performed in all
portals. With this method, not only the explicit requests of the customer are answered

but also his implicit interests and needs are guessed.

[141]

Cognitive banking

Cognitive banking begins with the development of the big data platform by collecting,
integrating, and extracting structured and unstructured customer data and other useful
data, and it incorporates artificial intelligence and advanced data-based analytics. It is

worth noting that with the maturity of systems and algorithms based on artificial
intelligence, cognitive banking, as a new generation of advanced analytics with learning

capabilities, will replace smart banking.

[142]

Social banking

Social networks can be used as one of the important platforms for promoting and even
selling the products and services of various businesses. This platform creates a good

opportunity for banks to, on the one hand, be on the path to transition to a social
business model and coordinate with emerging markets, and on the other hand, by

analyzing large volumes of customer data and measuring customer behavior, provide
better, personalized and new products and services.

[143]

Blockchain banking

Due to its nature, blockchain technology can provide the financial system with the tools
needed to develop and improve services and products and to facilitate and accelerate

the process of DB. Therefore, the use of this technology in the country’s banking
industry has advantages such as transparency, security and control, no need for

intermediaries, uncertainty of the system, integration and immutability, and reduced
costs. According to an international analysis of emerging technologies, disrupting

technologies such as blockchain technology are moving beyond unrealistic expectations
and gradually entering a large implementation phase.

[144]

Open banking

In this model, banking data and information are shared through APIs between different
members of the banking ecosystem with the customer’s permission according to specific
standards, and this creates various opportunities and threats for the traditional banking
system. Based on the transformation caused by the open banking model, banks transfer
part of their activities in the banking value chain to other actors and change the situation

from the position of bank management to the position of ecosystem management.

[145]

3. Proposed Approach

In this section, the proposed method to determine the importance of each of the
implementation criteria for DB is explained. Industry 4.0 and DB are modern concepts,
and scientists have not yet fully mastered them scientifically so as to be able to offer
definitive opinions about them. Uncertainty in decision-making in new fields has always
been a problem for decision-makers and experts in different fields. The fuzzy BWM uses
human preferences and judgments as fuzzy numbers in an uncertain environment to solve
decision-making problems [146].

In this research, we try to weigh the DB criteria by considering the uncertain envi-
ronment that governs them and to determine the importance of each of them correctly
and as close to reality as possible. Sometimes, in pairwise comparisons between criteria
or options, decision-makers use fuzzy judgments instead of accurate judgments. A fuzzy
programming model is more applicable and flexible than a deterministic model because it
allows decision-makers to use imprecise and ambiguous data in the model [147]. The α-cut
method is one of the ways to consider inaccurate data in the model [148]. By applying
α-cut operations on the fuzzy membership functions, the membership functions will be
limited to closed intervals and mathematical calculations will be performed on them [149].
In the following, the BWM will be explained, and then the proposed method based on
TFNs will be described.
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3.1. The Best–Worst Method (BWM)

The BWM is one of the newest and most accurate criteria evaluation methods intro-
duced by Rezaei [12]. With this method, the best and worst indicators are selected and the
rest of the options are compared with them in a pairwise comparison manner (Figure 2).
Then, a maximum–minimum problem is formulated and solved to obtain the weights
of the indicators. With this method, the consistency rate of decisions can be calculated
with a certain formula. The BWM requires fewer pairwise comparisons than the AHP
method [150].
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The steps of the best–worst method (BWM):
Step 1: Determining the decision criteria: In this step, the decision criteria are defined

as {c1, c2, . . . , cn}.
Step 2: Determining the best and the worst criteria: The best (most important or

most desirable) and the worst (least important or least desirable) criteria are selected. No
comparison will be made in this step.

Step 3: In this step, the priority of the best criterion over each of the other criteria is
determined as a number between 1 and 9, which is expressed as ABj = (aB1, aB2, . . . , aBn),
where aBj is the priority of the best criterion over the j-th criterion and aBB = 1.

Step 4: In this step, the priority of each criterion over the worst criterion is determined
as a number between 1 and 9, which is expressed as AjW = (a1W , a2W , . . . , anW), where ajw
is the priority of the j-th criterion over the worst criterion and aww = 1.

Step 5: Calculating the optimal weights of the criteria
(
w∗1 , w∗2 , . . . , w∗n

)
: To obtain the

optimal weight of each criterion, we form the pairs wB
wj
− aBj and

wj
wW
− ajW ; then, we try

to minimize the maximum of
∣∣∣wB

wj
− aBj

∣∣∣ and
∣∣∣ wj

wW
− ajW

∣∣∣ for each j.
Given that the weights and the sum of the weights are non-negative, the model can be

written as follows:
minmax

j

{∣∣∣wB
wj
− aBj

∣∣∣, ∣∣∣ wj
ww
− ajw

∣∣∣}
s.t.
∑
j

wj = 1

wj ≥ 0, for all j

(1)

The above model can also be written as follows:

min ξ
s.t.∣∣∣wB

wj
− aBj

∣∣∣ ≤ ξ, for all j∣∣∣ wj
ww
− ajw

∣∣∣ ≤ ξ, for all j

∑
j

wj = 1

wj ≥ 0, for all j

(2)
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The linear form of the BWM presented in [151] is as follows:

min ξ
s.t.∣∣wB − aBjwj

∣∣ ≤ ξ, for all j∣∣wj − ajwww
∣∣ ≤ ξ, for all j

∑
j

wj = 1

wj ≥ 0, for all j

(3)

Calculating the consistency ratio (CR) when using the BWM: Using the value of ξ∗

obtained from the expressions and the consistency index (CI) [12], the CR is calculated. The
higher the ξ∗ value, the higher the CR.

3.2. The Fuzzy BWM

In this paper, the BWM is developed based on the α-cut for an uncertain condition
where the parameters of the problem are TFNs. The proposed method is based on the study
conducted by [152], with the difference being that in the current study, the model is devel-
oped using trapezoidal numbers, which makes it possible to consider more uncertainty in
the model. Using the proposed method, the importance of each criterion and sub-criterion,
as well as the preference of each alternative over each criterion, will be calculated.

Definition 1. A trapezoidal fuzzy number is written as τ̃ =
(

τa, τb, τc, τd
)

; τa < τb < τc < τd.
For a TFN, the membership function is defined as µ_τ̃ (x):R→ [0.1] [153], where

µτ̃(x) =



0 x < τa

x−τa

τb−τa τa ≤ x ≤ τb

1 τb ≤ x ≤ τc

τd−x
τd−τc τc ≤ x ≤ τd

0 x > τd

(4)

Definition 2. The fuzzy set τ̃ with a degree of membership at least as large as α (α > 0) is called the
α-cut set of τ, which is defined by Equation (5) [154]:

τ̃α = {xi : µ τ̃(xi) ≥ α, xi ∈ X }, and α ∈ [0.1] (5)

Suppose that we have a trapezoidal fuzzy number in the form of τ̃ =
(

τa, τb, τc, τd
)

, its
α-cut is then obtained from Equation (6) [155]:

τα =
[
τL(α), τR(α)

]
=
[
τa +

(
τb − τa

)
α , τd −

(
τd − τc

)
α
]

(6)

The steps of the proposed method are as follows:
Step 1: Determining the decision criteria: The required criteria for the selection and

evaluation of suppliers are defined as {c1, c2, . . . , cn} by the decision-maker (DM).
Step 2: Determining the best and the worst criteria: The best and the worst criteria are

selected by the DM. No comparison will be made in this step.
Step 3: In this step, the priority of the best criterion over each of the other criteria is

determined by experts as a TFN. The linguistic terms and trapezoidal fuzzy scales used in
this paper are provided in Table 6.
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Table 6. Linguistic terms for criteria/alternatives comparison.

Linguistic Term Trapezoidal Fuzzy Scale

Equal importance (EI) (1,1,1,1)
Weak importance (WI) (1,2,3,4)

Moderate importance (MI) (2,3,4,5)
Moderate plus importance (MP) (3,4,5,6)

Strong importance (SI) (4,5,6,7)
Strong plus importance (SP) (5,6,7,8)
Very strong importance (VS) (6,7,8,9)

Extreme importance (EX) (7,8,9,10)

The priority of the best criterion over the j-th criterion is expressed as τ̃Bj =(
τa

Bj, τb
Bj, τc

Bj, τd
Bj

)
, and τ̃BB = (1, 1, 1, 1).

Step 4: In this step, the priority of each criterion over the worst criterion (OW) is
determined by the DM as the TFNs provided in Table 6. The priority of the j-th criterion
over the worst criterion is expressed as τ̃jW =

(
τa

jW , τb
jW , τc

jW , τd
jW

)
, and τ̃WW = (1, 1, 1, 1).

Step 5: Calculating the optimal weights of the criteria
(
w∗1 , w∗2 , . . . , w∗n

)
: Given that the

weights are non-negative, the model can be formulated as follows:

min ξ∣∣∣wB − w′j
∣∣∣ ≤ ξ , ∀ j∣∣wj − w′′W
∣∣ ≤ ξ , ∀ j

τL
Bj(α)wj ≤ w′j ≤ τR

Bj(α)wj, ∀ j
τL

jW(α)wW ≤ w′′j ≤ τR
jW(α)wW , ∀ j

∑
j

wj = 1

wj ≥ 0

(7)

The above relationship can be rewritten as follows:

min ξ∣∣∣wB − w′j
∣∣∣ ≤ ξ , ∀ j∣∣wj − w′′W
∣∣ ≤ ξ , ∀ j(

τa
Bj +

(
τb

Bj − τa
Bj

)
α
)

wj ≤ w′j ≤
(

τd
Bj −

(
τd

Bj − τc
Bj

)
α
)

wj, ∀ j(
τa

jW +
(

τb
jW − τa

jW

)
α
)

wW ≤ w′′j ≤
(

τd
jW −

(
τd

jW − τc
jW

)
α
)

wW , ∀ j

∑
j

wj = 1

wj ≥ 0

(8)

The consistency index in the fuzzy BWM is obtained with respect to the value of the
priority of the best criterion over the worst criterion [156], and its values are provided in
Table 7.

Table 7. Consistency index (CI) in the fuzzy BWM.

~
αBW EI WI MI MP SI SP VS EX

CI 0 1.63 2.30 3 3.73 4.47 5.23 6.00

Given the ξ∗ value obtained from the model and the consistency index provided in
Table 7, the CR is calculated from Equation (9) [12].

Consistency Ratio =
ξ∗

Consistency Index
(9)
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Definition 3. In a pairwise comparison, preferences are fully consistent when aBj × ajW = aBW .
When aBj × ajW 6= aBW , it means that aBW has a lower or higher value than the above value and
there is inconsistency in the pairwise comparisons. It is also clear that (wB/wj)× (wj/wW) =
wB/wW and considering that the highest inequality occurs when aBj and ajW are maximum, the
value of ξ must be subtracted from aBj and ajW and added to aBW .(

aBj − ξ
)
× (ajW − ξ) = (aBW + ξ) (10)

The maximum inconsistency occurs when aBj = ajW = aBW , so we have:

(aBW − ξ)× (aBW − ξ) = (aBW + ξ) ⇒ ξ2 − (1 + 2aBW)ξ +
(

a2
BW − aBW

)
= 0 (11)

To calculate the consistency index value, it is enough to substitute the value of aBW in
Equation (11) and calculate the maximum value of ξ [12].

To calculate the consistency index of fuzzy numbers, the upper limit value of the fuzzy
number or τd

BW instead of aBW can be substituted in Equation (11) to obtain Equation (12) [157].

ξ2 −
(

1 + 2τd
BW

)
ξ + ((τd

BW)
2 − τd

BW) = 0 (12)

4. Results

After reviewing previous studies and holding several meetings with experts, a total of
six criteria (each of which had a number of sub-criteria) were selected and approved. The
expert panel consisted of five members, two of whom were managers with experience in
the banking industry and the other three were professors of finance and accounting with
full professor degrees. A total of nine 1.5 h meetings were held with the panel of experts
over a two-month period, during which the decision-making criteria, research alternatives,
and experts’ preferences regarding each of the criteria and alternatives were collected. To
determine the importance of each criterion, the opinions of all five experts were used, and
the preferences of the two experts with experience of banking models were used to rank
the alternatives. Profiles of the experts are provided in Table 8.

Table 8. Profiles of the experts.

Expert No. Education and Work Experience Organizational Position

Ex. 1
Specialized doctorate in financial management, 25 years
of teaching, research and management experience in the

field of banking

Faculty member of the finance and
banking department (full professor)

Ex. 2 Specialized doctorate in financial management, 18 years
of experience in the banking industry and bank CEO

Faculty member of the finance and
banking department (full professor)

Ex. 3 Specialized doctorate in accounting, 22 years of teaching
and research experience

Faculty member of the accounting
department (full professor)

Ex. 4
Specialized doctorate in technology management,

15 years of experience in research and development in
the banking industry

Bank research and development manager

Ex. 5
Master’s degree in information technology, 20 years of

experience in managing branches and
information systems

Bank information systems manager

Section 4.1 presents the final importance of the digital banking implementation criteria
and sub-criteria as determined using the proposed approach. Following this, Section 4.2
displays the outcomes of the final prioritization of the digital banking implementation
models as research alternatives.
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4.1. Calculating the Importance of Each Criterion and Sub-Criterion

In many decision-making scenarios, the decision of a group rather than of an individual
should be relied on, since decisions made by a group are usually more reliable [158]. Therefore,
in this research, the opinions of the group of experts have been used to weight and prioritize
the criteria and alternatives. In Equation (8), trapezoidal fuzzy membership functions are
converted into numbers in a closed interval using the DM satisfaction level. The preferences
determined by the experts are also converted into numbers in a closed interval. Then, the
optimal weights of the criteria and alternatives are calculated using Equation (7) or (8). For
example, for the comparisons of the main criteria, Equation (8) is solved once for each of
the decision-makers. In this study, the value of α is considered 0.5 and 0.9 as determined
by experts. Decision-makers can choose a value between 0.1 and 0.9 for α according to their
level of satisfaction with the decision-making process and the level of uncertainty in the
decision-making space. The higher the amount of α, the higher the level of satisfaction of the
decision-maker, and this means that the uncertainty in the decision-making process is lower,
although the lower the amount of α, the higher the level of uncertainty.

The consistency rate (CR) is an important index with which to check the correctness of
the pairwise comparisons made by a DM. The BWM calculations are based on the initial
judgments of the DMs, which appear in the form of the priority of the best option over each
of the other options and the priority of each option over the worst option in the pairwise
comparisons. Therefore, any error and inconsistency in the comparisons will affect the final
result. In addition, at the time of interviewing the experts and receiving their preferences,
an attempt was made to review the comparisons that had high consistency rates, and in
many cases, the process of receiving preferences from the experts was repeated in order to
obtain a lower consistency rate (and, as a result, higher reliability of the results).

The experts’ preferences, the local and global weights of the criteria and decision-
making sub-criteria, the amount of the objective function and the consistency rate of the
comparisons can be seen in Tables 9–15. Additionally, the final weight of the sub-criteria
(w∗j ) will be obtained by calculating the mean of the global weights (MGW).

Table 9. Experts’ preferences and final weights for the main decision criteria.

Expert Ex. 1 Ex. 2 Ex. 3 Ex. 4 Ex. 5 Rank

Best C1 C1 C1 C1 C1 —
Human resources (C1) EI EI EI EI EI —
Digital strategy (C2) VS SP SI EX SP —
Rules and regulations (C3) SI WI WI MP MI —
Technology (C4) MP SI MP MI SI —
Trust (C5) MI WI WI MP MP —
Customer satisfaction (C6) SI MI MI MP MI —

Human resources (C1) VS SP SI EX SP —
Digital strategy (C2) EI EI EI EI EI —
Rules and regulations (C3) MI SI MP MI MP —
Technology (C4) MP WI WI MP WI —
Trust (C5) SI SI MP MI MI —
Customer satisfaction (C6) MI MP MI MI MP —
Worst C2 C2 C2 C2 C2 —

Final Weights (w∗j , α = 0.1)

Human resources (C1) 0.421 0.293 0.275 0.430 0.374 1
Digital strategy (C2) 0.028 0.045 0.062 0.043 0.057 5
Rules and regulations (C3) 0.115 0.184 0.194 0.138 0.178 2
Technology (C4) 0.108 0.071 0.088 0.204 0.091 4
Trust (C5) 0.213 0.266 0.249 0.091 0.120 3
Customer satisfaction (C6) 0.115 0.139 0.130 0.091 0.178 2
ξ 0.006 0 0 0 0 —
CR 0.0001 0 0 0 0 —
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Table 9. Cont.

Expert Ex. 1 Ex. 2 Ex. 3 Ex. 4 Ex. 5 Rank

Final Weights (w∗j , α = 0.9)

Human resources (C1) 0.444 0.344 0.341 0.440 0.416 1
Digital strategy (C2) 0.047 0.043 0.052 0.046 0.052 5
Rules and regulations (C3) 0.102 0.201 0.192 0.118 0.159 2
Technology (C4) 0.129 0.077 0.093 0.158 0.094 4
Trust (C5) 0.173 0.201 0.192 0.118 0.118 3
Customer satisfaction (C6) 0.102 0.131 0.126 0.118 0.159 2
ξ 0.059 0.037 0.024 0.020 0.044 —
CR 0.011 0.008 0.006 0.003 0.009 —

Table 10. Experts’ preferences and final weights for the human resources sub-criteria.

Expert Ex. 1 Ex. 2 Ex. 3 Ex. 4 Ex. 5 MGW (w∗j )

Best C13 C13 C13 C13 C13 —
Compensation (C11) MP VS SP MP SI —
HR technical qualification (C12) MI MP SI WI MI —
Training (C13) EI EI EI EI EI —
Personal skills (C14) WI MI MP MI MP —

Compensation (C11) EI EI EI EI EI —
HR technical qualification (C12) WI EX WI MI MP —
Training (C13) MP VS SP MP SI —
Personal skills (C14) MI MI MI WI WI —
Worst C11 C11 C11 C11 C11 —

Local and Global Weights (w∗j , α = 0.1)

Compensation (C11) 0.096; 0.010 0.042; 0.002 0.081; 0.007 0.120; 0.024 0.080; 0.007 0.010
HR Technical qualification (C12) 0.132; 0.014 0.191; 0.013 0.143; 0.012 0.338; 0.069 0.249; 0.022 0.013
Training (C13) 0.568; 0.061 0.484; 0.034 0.586; 0.051 0.372; 0.075 0.556; 0.050 0.054
Personal skills (C14) 0.202; 0.021 0.282; 0.020 0.189; 0.016 0.169; 0.034 0.113; 0.010 0.020
ξ 0 0.108 0 0 0 —
CR 0 0.020 0 0 0 —

Local and Global Weights (w∗j , α = 0.9)

Compensation (C11) 0.092; 0.011 0.044; 0.003 0.078; 0.007 0.092; 0.014 0.076; 0.007 0.008
HR technical qualification (C12) 0.169; 0.021 0.180; 0.013 0.136; 0.012 0.258; 0.040 0.216; 0.020 0.021
Training (C13) 0.480; 0.061 0.532; 0.040 0.613; 0.057 0.480; 0.075 0.546; 0.051 0.056
Personal skills (C14) 0.258; 0.033 0.242; 0.018 0.171; 0.015 0.169; 0.026 0.160; 0.015 0.021
ξ 0.009; 0.171 0.056 0.009 0.081 —
CR 0.003 0.032 0.012 0.003 0.021 —

Table 11. Experts’ preferences and final weights for the digital strategy sub-criteria.

Expert Ex. 1 Ex. 2 Ex. 3 Ex. 4 Ex. 5 MGW (w∗
j )

Best C23 C23 C23 C23 C23 —
Digital preparation (C21) WI WI MI SI MP —
Agility (C22) MP MI MI MP MI —
Digital culturalization (C23) EI EI EI EI EI —
Partnership with third-party (C24) SI MP MP WI SI —
Investment (C25) SP SI SI VS SP —
Strategic management (C26) MI WI MP MI WI —
Leadership (C27) WI MI WI SP MP —

Digital preparation (C21) SI MP MI WI MI —
Agility (C22) WI MI MI MI MP —
Digital culturalization (C23) SP SI SI VS SP —
Partnership with third-party (C24) WI WI WI MP WI —
Investment (C25) EI EI EI EI EI —
Strategic management (C26) MP MP WI MI SI —
Leadership (C27) SI MI MP WI MI —
Worst C25 C25 C25 C25 C25 —
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Table 11. Cont.

Expert Ex. 1 Ex. 2 Ex. 3 Ex. 4 Ex. 5 MGW (w∗
j )

Local and Global Weights (w∗j , α = 0.1)

Digital preparation (C21) 0.149; 0.062 0.170; 0.050 0.101; 0.027 0.081; 0.035 0.103; 0.038 0.042
Agility (C22) 0.089; 0.037 0.115; 0.033 0.158; 0.043 0.108; 0.046 0.153; 0.057 0.043
Digital culturalization (C23) 0.275; 0.116 0.243; 0.071 0.333; 0.091 0.335; 0.144 0.322; 0.120 0.108
Partnership with third-party (C24) 0.067; 0.028 0.078; 0.022 0.099; 0.027 0.197; 0.085 0.078; 0.029 0.038
Investment (C25) 0.036; 0.015 0.055; 0.016 0.048; 0.013 0.051; 0.022 0.046; 0.017 0.016
Strategic management (C26) 0.131; 0.055 0.220; 0.064 0.107; 0.029 0.159; 0.068 0.191; 0.071 0.057
Leadership (C27) 0.250; 0.105 0.115; 0.033 0.149; 0.041 0.065; 0.028 0.103; 0.038 0.049
ξ 0 0 0 0 0 —
CR 0 0 0 0 0 —

Local and Global Weights (w∗j , α = 0.9)

Digital preparation (C21) 0.183; 0.081 0.171; 0.057 0.122; 0.041 0.080; 0.035 0.098; 0.040 0.050
Agility (C22) 0.089; 0.039 0.112; 0.038 0.122; 0.041 0.100; 0.044 0.132; 0.055 0.043
Digital culturalization (C23) 0.314; 0.139 0.303; 0.104 0.332; 0.113 0.368; 0.162 0.346; 0.144 0.132
Partnership with third-party (C24) 0.071; 0.031 0.083; 0.028 0.091; 0.031 0.206; 0.090 0.078; 0.032 0.042
Investment (C25) 0.039; 0.017 0.046; 0.015 0.050; 0.017 0.042; 0.018 0.043; 0.018 0.017
Strategic management (C26) 0.119; 0.053 0.171; 0.058 0.091; 0.031 0.135; 0.059 0.202; 0.084 0.057
Leadership (C27) 0.183; 0.081 0.112; 0.038 0.187; 0.064 0.066; 0.029 0.098; 0.040 0.050
ξ 0.033 0.021 0.023 0.023 0.037 —
CR 0.007 0.005 0.006 0.004 0.008 —

Table 12. Experts’ preferences and final weights for the rules and regulations sub-criteria.

Expert Ex. 1 Ex. 2 Ex. 3 Ex. 4 Ex. 5 MGW (w∗
j )

Best C31 C31 C31 C31 C31 —
Third-party operational law (C31) EI EI EI EI EI —
Cooperative regulation (C32) MP MI SI SI MI —
Updated regulation (C33) WI WI MI WI WI —

Third-party operational law (C31) MP MI SI SI MI —
Cooperative regulation (C32) EI EI EI EI EI —
Updated regulation (C33) MI WI MI MP WI —
Worst C32 C32 C32 C32 C32 —

Local and Global Weights (w∗j , α = 0.1)

Third-party operational law (C31) 0.448; 0.012 0.419; 0.018 0.613; 0.038 0.464; 0.019 0.419; 0.023 0.022
Cooperative regulation (C32) 0.144; 0.004 0.199; 0.008 0.094; 0.005 0.113; 0.004 0.199; 0.011 0.006
Updated regulation (C33) 0.407; 0.011 0.381; 0.017 0.292; 0.018 0.422; 0.018 0.381; 0.021 0.017
ξ 0 0 0 0 0 —
CR 0 0 0 0 0 —

Local and Global Weights (w∗j , α = 0.9)

Third-party operational law (C31) 0.578; 0.027 0.554; 0.023 0.651; 0.033 0.585; 0.026 0.554; 0.028 0.027
Cooperative regulation (C32) 0.111; 0.005 0.153; 0.006 0.090; 0.004 0.090; 0.004 0.153; 0.007 0.005
Updated regulation (C33) 0.310; 0.014 0.291; 0.012 0.257; 0.013 0.324; 0.014 0.291; 0.015 0.013
ξ 0.011 0 0.096 0.030 0 —
CR 0.003 0 0.025 0.008 0 —
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Table 13. Experts’ preferences and final weights for the technology sub-criteria.

Expert Ex. 1 Ex. 2 Ex. 3 Ex. 4 Ex. 5 MGW (w∗
j )

Best C42 C42 C42 C42 C42 —
Functional ability (C41) MP WI SP MI MP —
Efficiency (C42) EI EI EI EI EI —
Technology architecture (C43) MI SP MP WI MI —
Service providing platforms (C44) SI VS SI SI SP —
Suitability (C45) WI MP WI MI SI —
Usability (C46) MI SI MP MP WI —

Functional ability (C41) WI SI WI MI MI —
Efficiency (C42) SI VS SI SI SP —
Technology architecture (C43) MI MI MP MP MP —
Service providing platforms (C44) EI EI EI EI EI —
Suitability (C45) MP MP SP MI WI —
Usability (C46) MI WI MP WI WI —
Worst C44 C44 C44 C44 C44 —

Local and Global Weights (w∗j , α = 0.1)

Functional ability (C41) 0.095; 0.011 0.292; 0.053 0.069; 0.013 0.106; 0.020 0.115; 0.020 0.023
Efficiency (C42) 0.296; 0.034 0.373; 0.068 0.332; 0.064 0.313; 0.060 0.358; 0.063 0.057
Technology architecture (C43) 0.142; 0.016 0.075; 0.013 0.114; 0.022 0.281; 0.054 0.170; 0.030 0.027
Service providing platforms (C44) 0.067; 0.007 0.040; 0.007 0.044; 0.008 0.047; 0.009 0.055; 0.009 0.008
Suitability (C45) 0.257; 0.029 0.123; 0.022 0.323; 0.062 0.149; 0.028 0.087; 0.015 0.031
Usability (C46) 0.141; 0.016 0.093; 0.017 0.114; 0.022 0.100; 0.019 0.211; 0.037 0.022
ξ 0 0.104 0.023 0 0 —
CR 0 0.019 0.006 0 0 —

Local and Global Weights (w∗j , α = 0.9)

Functional ability (C41) 0.100; 0.010 0.246; 0.049 0.078; 0.015 0.135; 0.015 0.112; 0.017 0.021
Efficiency (C42) 0.366; 0.037 0.414; 0.083 0.387; 0.074 0.366; 0.043 0.397; 0.063 0.060
Technology architecture (C43) 0.135; 0.013 0.079; 0.015 0.119; 0.022 0.206; 0.024 0.151; 0.024 0.019
Service providing platforms (C44) 0.055; 0.005 0.044; 0.008 0.050; 0.009 0.055; 0.006 0.049; 0.007 0.007
Suitability (C45) 0.206; 0.021 0.119; 0.024 0.244; 0.047 0.135; 0.015 0.089; 0.014 0.024
Usability (C46) 0.135; 0.013 0.095; 0.019 0.119; 0.022 0.100; 0.011 0.197; 0.031 0.019
ξ 0.026 0.053 0.078 0.026 0.042 —
CR 0.006 0.010 0.020 0.006 0.009 —

Table 14. Experts’ preferences and final weights for the trust sub-criteria.

Expert Ex. 1 Ex. 2 Ex. 3 Ex. 4 Ex. 5 MGW (w∗
j )

Best C53 C53 C53 C53 C53 —
Virtual security (C51) MP MI MP SI MP —
Privacy (C52) MI WI WI MP MI —
Recognizability (C53) EI EI EI EI EI —

Virtual security (C51) EI EI EI EI EI —
Privacy (C52) WI WI WI MI MI —
Recognizability (C53) MP MI MP SI MP —
Worst C51 C51 C51 C51 C51 —

Local and Global Weights (w∗j , α = 0.1)

Virtual security (C51) 0.179; 0.020 0.199; 0.027 0.144; 0.018 0.104; 0.009 0.133; 0.023 0.019
Privacy (C52) 0.264; 0.030 0.381; 0.052 0.407; 0.052 0.218; 0.019 0.279; 0.049 0.040
Recognizability (C53) 0.555; 0.063 0.419; 0.058 0.448; 0.058 0.677; 0.061 0.587; 0.104 0.068
ξ 0 0 0 0 0 —
CR 0 0 0 0 0 —

Local and Global Weights (w∗j , α = 0.9)

Virtual security (C51) 0.125; 0.012 0.153; 0.020 0.143; 0.018 0.100; 0.011 0.111; 0.017 0.015
Privacy (C52) 0.227; 0.023 0.291; 0.038 0.295; 0.037 0.202; 0.023 0.247; 0.039 0.032
Recognizability (C53) 0.647; 0.066 0.554; 0.072 0.560; 0.070 0.698; 0.082 0.642; 0.102 0.078
ξ 0.010 0 0 0.088 0.075 —
CR 0.003 0 0 0.023 0.025 —
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Table 15. Experts’ preferences and final weights for the customer satisfaction sub-criteria.

Expert Ex. 1 Ex. 2 Ex. 3 Ex. 4 Ex. 5 MGW (w∗
j )

Best C61 C61 C61 C61 C61 —
Access (C61) EI EI EI EI EI —
Accountability (C62) SP MI MP MI MI —
Availability (C63) EX MP SI MP SP —
Self-service capability (C64) WI WI WI MI MP —
Customer participation (C65) MP WI MI WI WI —
Customer insight (C66) SI MI MP WI MI —

Access (C61) EX MP SI MP SP —
Accountability (C62) WI WI WI WI MI —
Availability (C63) EI EI EI EI EI —
Self-service capability (C64) SI MI MP WI WI —
Customer participation (C65) MP MI MI MI MP —
Customer insight (C66) MI WI WI MI MI —
Worst C63 C63 C63 C63 C63 —

Local and Global Weights (w∗j , α = 0.1)

Access (C61) 0.440; 0.093 0.410; 0.109 0.443; 0.110 0.436; 0.039 0.421; 0.050 0.080
Accountability (C62) 0.083; 0.017 0.087; 0.023 0.075; 0.018 0.089; 0.008 0.112; 0.013 0.015
Availability (C63) 0.044; 0.009 0.079; 0.021 0.064; 0.015 0.073; 0.006 0.053; 0.006 0.011
Self-service capability (C64) 0.182; 0.038 0.167; 0.044 0.207; 0.051 0.090; 0.008 0.135; 0.016 0.031
Customer participation (C65) 0.141; 0.030 0.167; 0.044 0.134; 0.033 0.155; 0.014 0.165; 0.019 0.028
Customer insight (C66) 0.107; 0.022 0.087; 0.023 0.075; 0.018 0.155; 0.014 0.112; 0.013 0.018
ξ 0 0 0 0 0 —
CR 0 0 0 0 0 —

Local and Global Weights (w∗j , α = 0.9)

Access (C61) 0.421; 0.072 0.336; 0.067 0.379; 0.072 0.336; 0.039 0.375; 0.044 0.058
Accountability (C62) 0.078; 0.013 0.118; 0.023 0.104; 0.020 0.118; 0.013 0.134; 0.015 0.016
Availability (C63) 0.041; 0.007 0.064; 0.013 0.057; 0.011 0.064; 0.007 0.050; 0.006 0.008
Self-service capability (C64) 0.244; 0.042 0.180; 0.036 0.214; 0.041 0.118; 0.013 0.099; 0.011 0.028
Customer participation (C65) 0.119; 0.020 0.180; 0.036 0.140; 0.026 0.180; 0.021 0.204; 0.024 0.025
Customer insight (C66) 0.094; 0.016 0.118; 0.023 0.104; 0.020 0.180; 0.021 0.134; 0.015 0.019
ξ 0.043 0.006 0.027 0.006 0.013 —
CR 0.007 0.002 0.007 0.002 0.002 —

According to the opinions of the participants and experts, the final prioritization of the
main criteria for DB implementation was obtained as C1 > C3 = C6 > C5 > C4 > C2. Human
resources was considered the most important criterion for implementing and improving
the quality of DB services. The role of human resources has changed in the era of digital
transformation so that it is mentioned as the main element in the digital solution. Therefore,
attention should be paid to HR technical qualification and training in the majority of digital
skills and also to familiarizing them with standard methods, simulations, and big data
technology. This is one of the main challenges facing financial organizations in the digital
era. The personal skills of personnel can be improved in any place and at any time through
virtual training. Organizations can improve HR technical qualification through virtual
training, benchmarking, continuous control of capabilities, and updating training protocols.
Approaches such as awarding certificates to employees for digital courses, promotion of
positions, awarding rewards for their optimal performance in the digital transformation
of the organization, and improving compensation processes and reward management are
among the effective and useful methods to increase the performance of the organization’s
human resources [159].

Another important issue is digital rules and regulations. Shaikh et al. [160] emphasized
the importance of regulatory and digital laws to prevent threats, risk of fraud, hacking, and
cyber-attacks. On the other hand, third-party operational law and cooperative regulation
(to respect privacy and prevent data disclosure) will definitely lead to greater economic
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security for users and financial organizations. In addition, it is very important to pay
attention to the updated regulatory controls, since this reduces costs, facilitates cooperation,
removes obstacles and legal pressures on banks’ innovation, and improves the quality
of services [161]. Certainly, digital transformation will lead to increased flexibility in
providing services in any place and at any time, reducing costs for users, and as a result,
increasing customer satisfaction [162]. In addition, having easy and convenient access to
account information in any place and at any time can lead to the improvement of the digital
experience of customers and consequently improve the relationship between customers and
banks. Therefore, customizing banking platforms and portals so that customers can meet
their financial needs through self-service capability will increase customer satisfaction [163].
Moreover, customer participation has benefits for the organization because customers feel
that they have the ability to influence the organization. In addition, customer participation
can lead to an increase in organizational profitability, customer loyalty, and customer
satisfaction [164].

4.2. Ranking of Alternatives according to the Importance of Criteria

After identifying and determining the criteria for implementing DB and obtaining the
importance of each of them, the identified alternatives are prioritized based on the impor-
tance of the criteria. Research questionnaires designed to obtain the experts’ preferences for
each alternative are provided in Tables A1–A6 in Appendix A. For prioritizing the alterna-
tives, the opinions of experts 4 and 5 have been used, since they had more knowledge about
the alternatives. After receiving the experts’ preferences and analyzing them, the items
with a high consistency rate were returned to them for modification. After corrections, their
comments were re-evaluated. Finally, the research alternatives were prioritized using the
proposed approach described in Section 4, and the results are provided in Tables 16 and 17.
To calculate and aggregate the final weight of the sub-criteria (w∗j ), the final importance of
the alternatives (υ∗ij) and the final rank of each alternative (Ri), Equations (13)–(15) are used,
respectively. The higher the value of Ri, the greater the importance of the alternative.

w∗j =
1
g

g

∑
n=1

wg
j (13)

υ∗ij =
1
g ∑g

n=1 υ
g
ij (14)

Ri =
g

∑
j=1

w∗j υ∗ij (15)
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Table 16. Decision matrix and final values of alternatives.

Criteria
Ex. 4 Ex. 5 Values of Alternatives (υ∗ij)

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 ξ∗ CR A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 ξ∗ CR A1 A2 A3 A4 A5

C11 0.105 0.043 0.126 0.213 0.510 0.110 0.018 0.110 0.051 0.167 0.133 0.535 0.118 0.022 0.107 0.047 0.146 0.173 0.522
C12 0.044 0.142 0.142 0.479 0.191 0.075 0.012 0.048 0.103 0.121 0.580 0.146 0.135 0.022 0.046 0.122 0.131 0.529 0.337
C13 0.147 0.048 0.122 0.122 0.558 0.164 0.031 0.102 0.043 0.119 0.181 0.552 0.155 0.025 0.095 0.045 0.241 0.151 0.555
C14 0.052 0.119 0.201 0.149 0.477 0.106 0.023 0.048 0.118 0.118 0.201 0.512 0.070 0.011 0.050 0.118 0.159 0.175 0.494
C21 0.120 0.042 0.426 0.247 0.162 0.043 0.007 0.113 0.047 0.528 0.137 0.172 0.143 0.027 0.116 0.089 0.477 0.192 0.167
C22 0.055 0.125 0.157 0.503 0.157 0.112 0.025 0.050 0.116 0.146 0.489 0.196 0.080 0.015 0.052 0.120 0.151 0.496 0.353
C23 0.047 0.110 0.133 0.167 0.541 0.111 0.018 0.053 0.114 0.143 0.193 0.495 0.064 0.012 0.050 0.112 0.138 0.180 0.518
C24 0.051 0.111 0.458 0.189 0.189 0.090 0.020 0.052 0.105 0.523 0.159 0.159 0.098 0.018 0.052 0.108 0.490 0.174 0.174
C25 0.106 0.052 0.161 0.128 0.552 0.075 0.012 0.106 0.052 0.128 0.161 0.552 0.075 0.012 0.106 0.052 0.128 0.161 0.552
C26 0.046 0.202 0.150 0.480 0.119 0.106 0.020 0.040 0.237 0.162 0.397 0.162 0.073 0.013 0.043 0.219 0.156 0.438 0.140
C27 0.157 0.055 0.503 0.125 0.157 0.112 0.025 0.157 0.055 0.503 0.125 0.157 0.112 0.025 0.157 0.055 0.503 0.125 0.157
C31 0.178 0.118 0.046 0.538 0.118 0.158 0.030 0.125 0.157 0.055 0.503 0.157 0.112 0.025 0.151 0.137 0.050 0.520 0.137
C32 0.110 0.054 0.132 0.132 0.570 0.078 0.013 0.162 0.044 0.162 0.129 0.499 0.135 0.025 0.136 0.049 0.0147 0.130 0.534
C33 0.051 0.110 0.110 0.167 0.560 0.090 0.015 0.039 0.138 0.186 0.186 0.448 0.092 0.015 0.045 0.146 0.148 0.176 0.504
C41 0.048 0.117 0.486 0.148 0.199 0.091 0.017 0.054 0.110 0.570 0.132 0.132 0.078 0.013 0.051 0.113 0.528 0.140 0.165
C42 0.134 0.052 0.449 0.181 0.181 0.076 0.017 0.167 0.041 0.410 0.256 0.124 0.076 0.014 0.150 0.046 0.429 0.218 0.152
C43 0.053 0.114 0.138 0.138 0.555 0.122 0.023 0.053 0.129 0.173 0.173 0.469 0.035 0.006 0.053 0.121 0.155 0.155 0.512
C44 0.048 0.098 0.115 0.561 0.175 0.121 0.020 0.050 0.145 0.195 0.463 0.145 0.103 0.022 0.049 0.121 0.155 0.512 0.160
C45 0.052 0.134 0.181 0.449 0.181 0.076 0.017 0.054 0.108 0.131 0.541 0.164 0.101 0.019 0.053 0.121 0.156 0.495 0.172
C46 0.107 0.050 0.548 0.129 0.162 0.086 0.014 0.114 0.053 0.555 0.138 0.138 0.122 0.023 0.110 0.051 0.551 0.133 0.150
C51 0.046 0.168 0.516 0.134 0.134 0.140 0.026 0.050 0.195 0.463 0.145 0.145 0.103 0.023 0.048 0.181 0.489 0.139 0.139
C52 0.125 0.157 0.055 0.157 0.503 0.112 0.025 0.110 0.110 0.051 0.166 0.561 0.088 0.014 0.117 0.133 0.053 0.161 0.482
C53 0.059 0.114 0.114 0.192 0.519 0.038 0.007 0.054 0.198 0.147 0.117 0.481 0.094 0.021 0.056 0.156 0.130 0.154 0.500
C61 0.099 0.066 0.120 0.150 0.562 0.026 0.004 0.111 0.055 0.111 0.168 0.553 0.104 0.019 0.105 0.060 0.115 0.159 0.557
C62 0.113 0.048 0.113 0.553 0.171 0.113 0.018 0.143 0.052 0.119 0.565 0.119 0.138 0.026 0.128 0.050 0.116 0.559 0.145
C63 0.056 0.121 0.121 0.496 0.204 0.097 0.021 0.050 0.111 0.134 0.533 0.169 0.126 0.024 0.053 0.116 0.127 0.514 0.186
C64 0.108 0.048 0.163 0.515 0.163 0.122 0.023 0.189 0.051 0.189 0.458 0.111 0.090 0.020 0.148 0.049 0.176 0.486 0.137
C65 0.051 0.124 0.512 0.155 0.155 0.095 0.018 0.052 0.134 0.449 0.181 0.181 0.076 0.017 0.052 0.129 0.480 0.168 0.168
C66 0.116 0.044 0.116 0.176 0.545 0.143 0.023 0.114 0.053 0.138 0.138 0.555 0.122 0.023 0.115 0.048 0.127 0.157 0.550
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Table 17. Final prioritization of DB alternatives.

Criteria w∗
j

Values of Alternatives (υ∗ij) Final Ranking (υ∗ijw
∗
j )

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A1 A2 A3 A4 A5

C11 0.008 0.107 0.047 0.146 0.173 0.522 8.6 × 10−4 3.8 × 10−4 1.2 × 10−3 1.4 × 10−3 4.2 × 10−3

C12 0.021 0.046 0.122 0.131 0.529 0.337 9.7 × 10−4 2.6 × 10−3 2.8 × 10−3 1.1 × 10−2 7.1 × 10−3

C13 0.056 0.095 0.045 0.241 0.151 0.555 5.3 × 10−3 2.5 × 10−3 1.3 × 10−2 8.5 × 10−3 3.1 × 10−2

C14 0.021 0.050 0.118 0.159 0.175 0.494 1.1 × 10−3 2.5 × 10−3 3.3 × 10−3 3.7 × 10−3 1.0 × 10−2

C21 0.050 0.116 0.089 0.477 0.192 0.167 5.8 × 10−3 4.5 × 10−3 2.4 × 10−2 9.6 × 10−3 8.4 × 10−3

C22 0.043 0.052 0.120 0.151 0.496 0.353 2.2 × 10−3 5.2 × 10−3 6.5 × 10−3 2.1 × 10−2 1.5 × 10−2

C23 0.132 0.050 0.112 0.138 0.180 0.518 6.6 × 10−3 1.5 × 10−2 1.8 × 10−2 2.4 × 10−2 6.8 × 10−2

C24 0.042 0.052 0.108 0.490 0.174 0.174 2.2 × 10−3 4.5 × 10−3 2.1 × 10−2 7.3 × 10−3 7.3 × 10−3

C25 0.017 0.106 0.052 0.128 0.161 0.552 1.8 × 10−3 8.8 × 10−4 2.2 × 10−3 2.7 × 10−3 9.4 × 10−3

C26 0.057 0.043 0.219 0.156 0.438 0.140 2.5 × 10−3 1.2 × 10−2 8.9 × 10−3 2.5 × 10−2 8.0 × 10−3

C27 0.050 0.157 0.055 0.503 0.125 0.157 7.9 × 10−3 2.8 × 10−3 2.5 × 10−2 6.3 × 10−3 7.9 × 10−3

C31 0.027 0.151 0.137 0.050 0.520 0.137 4.1 × 10−3 3.7 × 10−3 1.4 × 10−3 1.4 × 10−2 3.7 × 10−3

C32 0.005 0.136 0.049 0.0147 0.130 0.534 6.8 × 10−4 2.5 × 10−4 7.4 × 10−5 6.5 × 10−4 2.7 × 10−3

C33 0.013 0.045 0.146 0.148 0.176 0.504 5.9 × 10−4 1.9 × 10−3 1.9 × 10−3 2.3 × 10−3 6.6 × 10−3

C41 0.021 0.051 0.113 0.528 0.140 0.165 1.1 × 10−3 2.4 × 10−3 1.1 × 10−2 2.9 × 10−3 3.5 × 10−3

C42 0.060 0.150 0.046 0.429 0.218 0.152 9.0 × 10−3 2.8 × 10−3 2.6 × 10−2 1.3 × 10−2 9.1 × 10−3

C43 0.019 0.053 0.121 0.155 0.155 0.512 1.0 × 10−3 2.3 × 10−3 2.9 × 10−3 2.9 × 10−3 9.7 × 10−3

C44 0.007 0.049 0.121 0.155 0.512 0.160 3.4 × 10−4 8.5 × 10−4 1.1 × 10−3 3.6 × 10−3 1.1 × 10−3

C45 0.024 0.053 0.121 0.156 0.495 0.172 1.3 × 10−3 2.9 × 10−3 3.7 × 10−3 1.2 × 10−2 4.1 × 10−3

C46 0.019 0.110 0.051 0.551 0.133 0.150 2.1 × 10−3 9.7 × 10−4 1.0 × 10−2 2.5 × 10−3 2.9 × 10−3

C51 0.015 0.048 0.181 0.489 0.139 0.139 7.2 × 10−4 2.7 × 10−3 7.3 × 10−3 2.1 × 10−3 2.1 × 10−3

C52 0.032 0.117 0.133 0.053 0.161 0.482 3.7 × 10−3 4.3 × 10−3 1.7 × 10−3 5.2 × 10−3 1.5 × 10−2

C53 0.078 0.056 0.156 0.130 0.154 0.500 4.4 × 10−3 1.2 × 10−2 1.0 × 10−2 1.2 × 10−2 3.9 × 10−2

C61 0.058 0.105 0.060 0.115 0.159 0.557 6.1 × 10−3 3.5 × 10−3 6.7 × 10−3 9.2 × 10−3 3.2 × 10−2

C62 0.016 0.128 0.050 0.116 0.559 0.145 2.0 × 10−3 8.0 × 10−4 1.9 × 10−3 8.9 × 10−3 2.3 × 10−3

C63 0.008 0.053 0.116 0.127 0.514 0.186 4.2 × 10−4 9.3 × 10−4 1.0 × 10−3 4.1 × 10−3 1.5 × 10−3

C64 0.028 0.148 0.049 0.176 0.486 0.137 4.1 × 10−3 1.4 × 10−3 4.9 × 10−3 1.4 × 10−2 3.8 × 10−3

C65 0.025 0.052 0.129 0.480 0.168 0.168 1.3 × 10−3 3.2 × 10−3 1.2 × 10−2 4.2 × 10−3 4.2 × 10−3

C66 0.019 0.115 0.048 0.127 0.157 0.550 2.2 × 10−3 9.1 × 10−4 2.4 × 10−3 3.0 × 10−3 1.0 × 10−2

Sum - - - - - - 0.082 0.101 0.233 0.237 0.332
Ranking

(Ri)
- - - - - - 5 4 3 2 1

To successfully implement DB, banks must ensure that their customers are willing
to use it for their daily transactions, and success cannot be achieved by investing heavily
in technology alone [165]. For this purpose, comprehensive identification of suitable
indicators for the implementation of DB and paying attention to all its aspects should be
taken into consideration by policymakers. Banks should recognize that a return on their
investment in technology will only occur in the long run if a significant portion of their
customers switch to digital channels, which can only be achieved through transformation
of the banking model [166].

The implementation of DB is the responsibility of banks, financial institutions, policy-
makers, and regulators, while its acceptance rate is determined by customers and users.
This study focuses on the indicators for DB implementation and examines this issue from
the perspective of policymakers and regulators. The results of this study can provide
valuable insights for policymakers seeking to make informed decisions about the im-
plementation of DB. However, it is also important to consider the factors that affect the
acceptance of DB by customers.

Based on the findings of this research, open banking emerged as the most favored DB
model among the other models examined. A prior study [167] noted that the progression
of open banking originated in the United Kingdom before spreading to various countries.
This development allows consumers and businesses to conveniently and securely access
a wide range of innovative financial services and products. However, it is important to
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acknowledge that open banking also brings forth risks and challenges that affect consumers,
financial institutions, and regulators alike. However, despite numerous factors facilitating
the implementation of open banking in the UK, there are still challenges that impact cus-
tomers and third parties. These challenges may necessitate a fundamental reconsideration
of the appropriate indicators for implementing open banking, especially in the dimensions
of customer and their authentication [168].

After reviewing previous studies, such as one conducted by [169] that examined the
factors influencing the acceptance of DB in Malaysia, it is clear that the primary determinant
is perceived ease of use. The relationship between perceived usefulness and intention to
use DB is insignificant, as is that between perceived self-efficacy and intention to use
DB. In addition, due to recent changes in the world, the COVID-19 pandemic may act
as a significant determinant of applicable practices to formulate strategies to improve
banking services, increase the acceptance of DB by employees, and make changes to the
traditional working processes [170,171]. A study on DB in emerging economies found that
acceptance of these services varies significantly among different populations, particularly
in regions with varying welfare levels. The study revealed that less fortunate regions
have limited access to DB, and in some cases, there was a significant disparity between
men’s and women’s capability to use these services [172]. Therefore, the identification of
suitable indicators for the implementation of DB will be different in various conditions,
and the need for comprehensive evaluation is felt. Another study focusing on the economic
underpinnings of DB in smart cities highlighted the potential for significant financial
benefits for third-party companies when correct decisions and intelligent solutions are
employed in the effective implementation of DB [173]. Indriasari et al. [174] conducted a
study to identify the trends in advanced DB technology and put forth a DB architecture
that leverages emerging technologies such as artificial intelligence, blockchain, big data,
biometrics, and cloud computing. The findings of their research revealed six key factors that
should be considered to enhance bank capabilities and facilitate the smart implementation
of DB. These factors are modernizing the core banking system and digital infrastructure,
developing a flexible banking architecture, shifting the paradigm toward data analysis,
adopting a cloud-based infrastructure, improving cybersecurity and risk management, and
fostering the growth of the digital ecosystem.

Banks should conduct campaigns through multiple channels to educate customers
about the benefits of using DB, which can motivate them to adopt these services. This
requires providing up-to-date and accurate information on services, explaining potential
risks associated with DB, ensuring a comfortable digital environment for transactions,
and building confidence in using DB services. Promoting such awareness is crucial for
achieving financial inclusion and can benefit the economy [175]. Undoubtedly, the advent
of DB in the era of Industry 4.0 will introduce novel challenges. However, a thorough and
comprehensive examination of its indicators and implementation models can help address
such challenges to a certain extent [176].

In this research, 6 criteria and 29 sub-criteria were identified. The proposed framework
for the implementation of DB services in this research has five main components, which
include research alternatives as emerging trends. As shown in Table 17, open banking
was determined as the first priority by the experts. Today, open banking is one of the
most dominant banking trends in the digital age. The use of third parties increases the
efficiency of exchanges and bank transactions for customers. Some of the important benefits
of this process are increasing transparency and security, reducing costs and risks, as well
as creating innovative opportunities for financial organizations [177]. The alternative and
the next trend considered by the experts in this research was blockchain-based banking.
Using this trend, which is considered as one of the emerging trends, has advantages such
as reducing operational costs, operational efficiency, and economic efficiency and creating
a suitable platform for efficient services. Additionally, this approach can help banks in
sharing information and big data, and it can be useful in validation departments and “Know
Your Customer” processes, which play a significant role in identifying and confirming
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customers [178]. Another approach that assigned a significant priority in this research was
the use of social banking trends. Among the advantages of using this process is that it
facilitates the acquisition of customer behavioral data and the analysis of their behaviors.
Moreover, advertising and introducing new bank services and maintaining the bank’s
position in the public mind are other opportunities that this process will provide in relation
to DB [179].

The results of DB studies show the growth and development of the banking industry
in countries that have penetrated into this field. There are successful experiences of DB in
developed and developing countries. The number of digital banks and their revenues are
increasing worldwide [180]. Some of the largest and oldest US banks, such as JP Morgan
and Goldman Sachs, have invested heavily in fin-tech start-ups, while traditional banks
such as Barclays, Citibank and other high street banks have digitized their banking services
with fully integrated automation to make financial services cheaper, faster, more convenient
and more secure than ever before. In addition, Asia Pacific leads with over 60% revenue
share in DB due to the rapid adoption of digital payment services in China and India. On the
other hand, the percentage of digitally active consumers in fin-tech in 2019 shows the global
average (33%), Europe (38%), UK (42%), India (52%) and China (69%) [140]. In 2015, DB in
China was provided by two major companies, WeBank (Tencent) and MyBank (Alibaba
Group), which occupied more than 90% of the market. With the growth of electronic
payments in China, cash has fallen out of circulation despite the efforts of the People’s Bank
of China. Additionally, despite the ban on private cryptocurrencies in China, the People’s
Bank of China has publicly encouraged the use of blockchain technology [181].

In the United Kingdom, the transformation of banks from the classical to the digital
approach has brought great success. The UK has a special position among the countries
that provide DB services and has been able to increase customer satisfaction from receiv-
ing banking services. The dominant model used in DB in the UK is the open banking
model [182].

The development of DB in emerging Asian markets also shows successful experi-
ences. DB demonstrated its major importance in many developing countries, such as the
Philippines, as an agent to mitigate economic crises [183]. UnionBank has been serving
customers in the Philippines for over 50 years and is one of the largest banks in the country.
In 2016, the UnionBank of Philippine launched a new subsidiary to act as an in-house
fin-tech. UnionBank also pushed its core banking services toward DB by investing heavily
in digital transformation [184]. It is noteworthy that there are numerous digital banks oper-
ating in the Philippines, namely ING Philippines, OCTO by CIMB Bank, Maybank iSave,
Diskartech, Komo by EastWest Bank, and Tonik [185]. Another country that has achieved
significant success in the field of DB is Indonesia. Indonesian consumers are very eager
to use DB. Over the past few years, the monthly usage of DB channels in Indonesia has
grown twice as fast as in other emerging Asian markets. Furthermore, 55% of non-digital
customers said they were likely to use DB in the future. The rapid shift toward DB in
Indonesia presents opportunities for beneficiaries to enhance customer engagement [186].
In order to succeed in providing DB services and compete with other emerging markets in
Asia, Indonesia has paid special attention to the drivers of Industry 4.0, such as artificial
intelligence and big data analysis [187]. The Boston Consulting Group (BCG) examined the
future trends of DB in the Asia Pacific region in a 2021 report. The results of their analysis
showed that Vietnam had the highest annual growth, with an annual growth rate of 13%,
and Singapore had the largest active population in DB, with a banked population of 98% in
2017. However, it is predicted that Indonesia will have the highest income and profitability
from DB by 2024 [188].

5. Conclusions

The world has rapidly moved toward digitalization and the environment is rapidly
becoming smarter and faster. The transition toward digitization and service improvement
in banks requires identifying the key implementation factors and specifying their impor-
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tance. After identifying the factors affecting the implementation of DB, banks can remove
the obstacles and strengthen the drivers so that the implementation process for DB is more
successful. In this research, by reviewing the literature and using experts’ opinions, the DB
implementation criteria are determined, and considering an uncertain environment, the
criteria are prioritized using the proposed method. With this method, first, the best and
worst criteria are determined by experts, and then they determine the preference of BO as
well as the preference of OW using fuzzy functions. The consistency rate of their compar-
isons can also be calculated. To use experts’ opinions in the mathematical programming
model, TFNs are used. Then, by applying α-cut on the membership functions of the TFNs
and running the model, the optimal weights of the criteria are obtained. The proposed
method is a systematic approach to help managers to prioritize and evaluate effective
criteria for the implementation of DB in an environment with uncertainty. Using this
method, when the DM is faced with uncertainty, he can rank the options more accurately.
First, by reviewing the research literature and the opinions of five experts in the banking
industry, decision-making criteria, including 6 criteria and 29 sub-criteria, are determined.
Then, by performing pairwise comparisons and running the model, the optimal weights
of the criteria and sub-criteria are obtained. The results of this research show that human
resources, rules and regulations, and customer satisfaction are the most important criteria
for implementing DB. Additionally, the open, blockchain, and social banking models are the
crucial models that significantly cover the implementation criteria for DB. The findings of
this study provide valuable insights for researchers and practitioners and shed light on key
aspects of the current debate on DB implementation indicators and models. DB represents
a strategic approach that can be aligned with the goals and processes of policymakers
and regulators. In addition, this research provides guidance for managers in developing
appropriate strategies for the implementation of DB and highlights the importance of
appropriate indicators and models in this regard.

This research encountered certain limitations. First, the findings of the study might
have limited generalizability due to the specific context in which it was conducted. Prefer-
ences and behaviors related to DB could vary across different regions, financial institutions,
banks, and regulators. Second, the acquisition of comprehensive and reliable data on DB
implementation and its impacts proved to be a challenging task. The dynamic nature of
technology and the ever-evolving digital landscape further complicated the assessment of
the long-term effectiveness and sustainability of the DB indicators and models. Moreover,
it is important to acknowledge that the fuzzy group MCDM approach employed in this
study had its own limitations, including the subjective nature of decision-making and
potential biases in expert opinions. Recognizing these limitations lays the groundwork
for future research to address these challenges and contribute to a more comprehensive
understanding of DB implementation in the era of Industry 4.0.

In future research, there are various areas that can be explored to advance our under-
standing of the DB implementation indicators and models within the context of Industry 4.0.
Empirical studies can be conducted to investigate the effectiveness of different indicators
and models across different conditions and sectors. This research would provide valuable
insights into the indicators and models that are most successful in achieving the desired out-
comes. Additionally, it is important to examine the impacts of emerging technologies such
as artificial intelligence, machine learning, blockchain, big data, biometrics, and cloud com-
puting on DB implementation. Understanding how these technologies can be effectively
integrated into DB systems to enhance the efficiency, security, and customer experience is
crucial. Furthermore, future studies can also consider alternative methodologies for evalu-
ating the indicators and models of DB implementation. By comparing the results obtained
using different methodologies with the findings of this research, a broader perspective can
be gained on the effectiveness and reliability of the proposed indicators and prioritized
models. Such investigations will contribute to a more comprehensive understanding of DB
implementation and facilitate the development of improved strategies and frameworks in
the field.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Experts’ preferences regarding each of the alternatives to human resources.

Sub-Criteria Expert Best and Worst BO and OW A1 A2 A3 A4 A5

C11

Ex 4. Best: A5
Worst: A2

BO SP EX SI MI EI
OW SI EI MP MP EX

Ex 5.
BO SP VS MP SI EI
OW MI EI SI SI VS

C12

Ex 4. Best: A4
Worst: A1

BO EX MP MP EI MI
OW EI MI SI EX SI

Ex 5.
BO EX VS SP EI SI
OW EI SI MP EX MP

C13

Ex 4. Best: A5
Worst: A2

BO SI VS SP SP EI
OW MP EI SI SP VS

Ex 5.
BO VS EX SP MP EI
OW SP EI SI SI EX

C14

Ex 4. Best: A5
Worst: A1

BO SP SI MI MP EI
OW EI MI SI SI SP

Ex 5.
BO EX SI SI MI EI
OW EI WI MP MP EX

Table A2. Experts’ preferences regarding each of the alternatives to digital strategy.

Sub-Criteria Expert Best and Worst BO and OW A1 A2 A3 A4 A5

C21

Ex 4. Best: A3
Worst: A2

BO MP EX EI WI MI
OW MP EI EX SI SI

Ex 5.
BO SP VS EI SI MP
OW SI EI VS SP SI

C22

Ex 4. Best: A4
Worst: A1

BO SP SI MP EI MP
OW EI MI WI SP SI

Ex 5.
BO VS SI MP EI MI
OW EI MP WI VS SI

C23

Ex 4. Best: A5
Worst: A1

BO EX SP SI MP EI
OW EI MP SI SP EX

Ex 5.
BO VS SI MP MI EI
OW EI MI MP MP VS

C24

Ex 4. Best: A3
Worst: A1

BO SP SI EI MI MI
OW EI MP SP SI SI

Ex 5.
BO VS SP EI MP MP
OW EI MI VS MP SI
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Table A2. Cont.

Sub-Criteria Expert Best and Worst BO and OW A1 A2 A3 A4 A5

C25

Ex 4. Best: A5
Worst: A2

BO SP EX MP SI EI
OW MI EI MI MP EX

Ex 5.
BO SP EX SI MP EI
OW WI EI MP MP EX

C26

Ex 4. Best: A4
Worst: A1

BO VS MI MP EI SI
OW EI WI WI VS SI

Ex 5.
BO VS WI MI EI MI
OW EI MI MP VS SP

C27

Ex 4. Best: A3
Worst: A2

BO MP SP EI SI MP
OW SI EI SP MP SI

Ex 5.
BO MP SP EI SI MP
OW SI EI SP MI MP

Table A3. Experts’ preferences regarding each of the alternatives to rules and regulations.

Sub-Criteria Expert Best and Worst BO and OW A1 A2 A3 A4 A5

C31

Ex 4. Best: A4
Worst: A3

BO MP SP VS EI SP
OW MP MP EI VS SP

Ex 5.
BO SI MP SP EI MP
OW WI WI EI SP SI

C32

Ex 4. Best: A5
Worst: A2

BO SP EX SI SI EI
OW WI EI WI MP EX

Ex 5.
BO MP VS MP SI EI
OW MP EI MI SP VS

C33

Ex 4. Best: A5
Worst: A1

BO EX SP SP MP EI
OW EI MP MP SI EX

Ex 5.
BO EX MP MI MI EI
OW EI SP SP SI EX

Table A4. Experts’ preferences regarding each of the alternatives to technology.

Sub-Criteria Expert Best and Worst BO and OW A1 A2 A3 A4 A5

C41
Ex 4. Best: A3

Worst: A1

BO VS SI EI MP MI
OW EI MI VS SI SP

Ex 5. BO EX SP EI SI SI
OW EI WI EX MP MI

C42
Ex 4. Best: A3

Worst: A2

BO MP SP EI MI MI
OW MI EI SP SI SI

Ex 5. BO MI VS EI WI MP
OW WI EI VS MP SI

C43
Ex 4. Best: A5

Worst: A1

BO VS SP SI SI EI
OW EI MI MP SI VS

Ex 5. BO VS MP MI MI EI
OW EI WI MP WI VS

C44
Ex 4. Best: A4

Worst: A1

BO EX VS SP EI MP
OW EI MP SI EX SI

Ex 5. BO SP MP MI EI MP
OW EI MI MP SP SI

C45
Ex 4. Best: A4

Worst: A1

BO SP MP MI EI MI
OW EI WI SI SP SI

Ex 5. BO VS SP SI EI MP
OW EI MI MP VS SI

C46
Ex 4. Best: A3

Worst: A2

BO SP EX EI SI MP
OW MI EI EX MP SI

Ex 5. BO SP VS EI SI SI
OW MI EI VS MP SI
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Table A5. Experts’ preferences regarding each of the alternatives to trust.

Sub-Criteria Expert Best and Worst BO and OW A1 A2 A3 A4 A5

C51

Ex 4. Best: A3
Worst: A1

BO VS MP EI SI SI
OW EI WI VS SI SP

Ex 5.
BO SP MI EI MP MP
OW EI MP SP SI SI

C52

Ex 4. Best: A5
Worst: A3

BO SI MP SP MP EI
OW WI WI EI SI SP

Ex 5.
BO SP SP EX MP EI
OW WI WI EI SI EX

C53

Ex 4. Best: A5
Worst: A1

BO VS SI SI MI EI
OW EI WI WI MP VS

Ex 5.
BO SP MI MP SI EI
OW EI MI MP MP SP

Table A6. Experts’ preferences regarding each of the alternatives to customer satisfaction.

Sub-Criteria Expert Best and Worst BO and OW A1 A2 A3 A4 A5

C61

Ex 4. Best: A5
Worst: A2

BO SP VS SI MP EI
OW WI EI WI WI VS

Ex 5.
BO SP VS SP MP EI
OW MP EI MP MI VS

C62

Ex 4. Best: A4
Worst: A2

BO SP EX SP EI MP
OW WI EI MP EX SP

Ex 5.
BO SI VS SP EI SP
OW MP EI MP VS SI

C63

Ex 4. Best: A4
Worst: A1

BO SP SI SI EI MI
OW EI WI MP SP SI

Ex 5.
BO VS SP SI EI MP
OW EI MP MP VS SP

C64

Ex 4. Best: A4
Worst: A2

BO SP VS MP EI MP
OW MP EI MP VS SP

Ex 5.
BO MI SP MI EI SI
OW WI EI WI SP MP

C65

Ex 4. Best: A3
Worst: A1

BO VS SI EI MP MP
OW EI WI VS SI SI

Ex 5.
BO SP MP EI MI MI
OW EI WI SP WI SI

C66

Ex 4. Best: A5
Worst: A2

BO SP EX SP MP EI
OW MP EI SP MI EX

Ex 5.
BO SP VS SI SI EI
OW WI EI MP SI VS
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